
  

 

City of Seattle 
Urban Forestry Commission 

 

SEATTLE URBAN FORESTRY COMMISSION 
Becca Neumann (Position #4 – Hydrologist), Co-chair 

Joshua Morris (Position #7 – NGO), Co-Chair 

Laura Keil (Position #10 – Get Engaged), Co-Chair 

Julia Michalak (Position #1 – Wildlife Biologist) • Falisha Kurji (Position #3 – Natural Resource Agency) 

Stuart Niven (Position #5 – Arborist – ISA) • Hao Liang (Position #6 – Landscape Architect – ISA)  

David Baker (Position # 8 – Development) • Blake Voorhees (Position # 9 – Realtor)  

Jessica Hernandez (Position #11 – Environmental Justice) • Jessica Jones (Position # 12 – Public Health) 

Lia Hall (Position #13 – Community/Neighborhood) 

 
The Urban Forestry Commission was established to advise the Mayor and City Council  

concerning the establishment of policy and regulations governing the protection,  
management, and conservation of trees and vegetation in the City of Seattle  

 
Meeting notes 

April 19, 2023, 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Via Webex call and in-person at the 

Seattle Municipal Tower, Room 1872 (18th floor) 
700 5th Avenue, Seattle 

 
(206) 207-1700 

Meeting number: 2493 206 6460 
Meeting password: 1234 

 
Attending  
Commissioners  Staff  
Becca Neumann – Co-Chair Patti Bakker – OSE 
Laura Keil – Co-Chair  
Falisha Kurji  
Stuart Niven  
Hao Liang Guests 
Blake Voorhees Toby Thaler 
Jessica Jones  
  
Absent- Excused  
Josh Morris – Co-Chair  
Julia Michalak Public 
David Baker Steve Zemke 
Jessica Hernandez  
Lia Hall  
  
  

NOTE: Meeting notes are not exhaustive. For more details, listen to the digital recording of the meeting at:  
https://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/meetingdocuments 
 
Call to order: Becca called the meeting to order and offered a land acknowledgement.  

https://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/meetingdocuments


Public comment:  
Steve Zemke noted the schedule for Council moving the tree legislation forward. Proposed amendments 
were delayed by a week and have not been shared yet. He reminded Commissioners that they can attend the 
Land Use Committee meetings and comment as individuals. He noted that the State legislature’s middle 
housing bill looks like it will pass, and the implications of that haven’t been studied. This is a very significant 
issue that the UFC should look at and address. 
 
Sharon Ricci made a request to the UFC to provide a letter of support for the potential purchase of two 
parcels of land adjacent to Dead Horse Canyon. The Friends of Dead Horse Canyon are working with King 
County on a deal for this purchase, and need two letters of support. The purchase would prevent 
development of those parcels and turn them into a park. 
 
Chair, Committees, and Coordinator report:  
Patti noted that Washington DNR hosted a press event here in Seattle last week, at Roxhill Park, that was 
focused around the partnership between DNR and American Forests (which includes formation of a Tree 
Equity Collaborative and statewide tree equity mapping and analysis), and also included highlighting the One 
Seattle Tree strategy recently announced by Mayor Harrell through the Executive Order, and drawing 
attention to the work of local organizations along the Duwamish Greenbelt ahead of the Duwamish Alive 
event and Earth Week. They were also able to highlight the substantial amount of Inflation Reduction Act 
funding from the federal government that was recently announced, which is $1.5B of federal funding 
available through the U.S. Forest Service’s Urban & Community Forestry program. 

 
The City of Seattle and Washington DNR have each put an increased emphasis on urban forestry in recent 
years, which is now coming to a head with One Seattle Tree Plan and an agreement between DNR and 
American Forests to create the first statewide tree equity collaborative in the country. With a huge influx of 
funding from state and federal partners coming down the pike, now is the time to showcase not only the 
work that’s been done by DNR, Seattle, and our partners (particularly along the Duwamish Greenbelt), but 
the need to do more.  

  
Patti also noted application periods and appointments regarding UFC positions: 

o Get Engaged position – Laura Keil is the UFC’s current Get Engaged member, and will be with the 
UFC through September this year. Terms for these positions are one-year terms, running from 
October 1 to September 30. These positions are managed through the Y’s Social Impact Center 
and they recently opened recruitment for the next cohort, to start in October this year. The 
application period for the 2023-2024 year opened on April 10th and will be accepted through 
Friday, May 12th.  
  

o Position 9 – The application period to fill Blake’s position is now open and will be open through 
May 10th. This is Position 9, which is described as an economist, financial analyst, Washington 
State licensed real estate broker, or any other similar professional, with expertise preferred in 
land use planning, environmental planning, or either residential or commercial development.  

 
o The process for moving the appointments forward for the two candidates for Positions 1 and 2 is 

still being worked on, and those confirmations are currently planned for the May 10th Land Use 
Committee meeting. 

 
Healthy Forest / Healthy City: The Cambridge Urban Forest Master Plan – Eric Kramer 
Eric Kramer noted that this project process and investment in it was a bit unusual, partly so that the 
information could be shared and accessible to other cities of all scales and sizes. He noted the value of data 
and analysis, and walked through the strategies there were developed in the process, particularly 
communication strategies. 
 



The project started with the question of equity – the primary concern – and from the question of resilience. A 
third theme in the project was shared responsibility, as the forest isn’t something that just the city is going to 
take care of.  
 
The city of Cambridge was facing many of the issues that Seattle is facing: housing affordability, mobility 
enhancements, quality of life, climate change vulnerability, and these all fed into the study. The process 
involved analysis, goal-setting and planning, and resulted in design strategies, recommended management 
practices, recommended planting practices, policy changes and engagement strategies. 
 
The project started partly because Cambridge’s canopy was shrinking. In looking at canopy distribution, you 
see that the canopy isn’t equitably distributed and that there is a relationship between heat islands and 
canopy cover. Redlining is responsible for low canopy in neighborhoods, so those areas are still living with a 
pattern of racism that goes back decades. 
 
They learned that many of the narratives needed to be rewritten, including the narratives around city 
maintenance of its trees, the species distribution across the city, and health of street trees. This resulted in a 
set of conversations around urban design and how they should be building their city streets. Options for 
potential planting expansions included lane diets – reducing lanes and sizes to provide more room for trees. 
They piloted  putting more trees in neighborhoods, saw more cooling and evaluated how to extrapolate that 
across the city and into the urban corridors.  
 
They developed a “cool factor”, which is similar to the green factor, but is focused on the environmental 
cooling and is a zoning protocol. The tool allows for assessing changes on a site, the zoning district, etc. and 
prioritizes saving large trees, planting new ones and encouraging trees in the front yards. 
 
They developed a five-year action plan, setting out many items including the tree protection ordinance, 
planting trees, and doing the zoning. Out of these actions, they also developed a bare root nursery, so that 
they’re able to plant more trees and for a longer period during the season. 
 
Engaging the public was an important aspect of this work. They developed a task force, and held public 
meetings, but it was hard to get people there. They did a survey and received 1,600 respondents, but those 
were mostly from older whiter female respondents not representing the community. So they developed a 
communications toolkit using two consultants – one with communications and branding expertise, one a 
graphic communications consultant. Quality of life, environment and resiliency and issues of equity were the 
themes most resonating with people. Then they developed specific strategies to motivate people: 
 

- Developed design guidelines and messaging toolkit 
- Volunteer tree care guide and website 
- Door tags and hangers on trees 
- Social media posts to promote all of this 
- Developed an app to identify special trees. 
- Videos and sidewalk tags 

 
Discussion and questions included: 

- Did they study the cost of implementing these strategies in real time? 
- Was there any opposition faced? There was opposition on the tree ordinance, which is hugely 

complicated. Residents said they would be burdened financially and they should instead be trusted. 
The question of valuing trees was very difficult.  

- Trees versus housing needs – there is no way to overcome it. The ordinance tries to keep existing 
trees and ensure replanting. Saving existing trees is by far the highest value thing you can do. Density 
is needed, but trying to get opportunity to get trees in where they are needed. 

- Who waters the trees? They have a program to have teenagers on bikes ride around and water trees. 



- Regarding the soil study, what are the observations on the results? They did an analysis of health of 
trees planted 8-20 years ago to see if there is a corollary between soil health and tree health.  

- How did the data consultant work together with planners, etc.?  
- How did they establish partnership with builders associations? They didn’t have a lot of push back 

from builders associations; they could “buy their way out” and it would be reasonable for them. 
- Regarding the design guidelines for developing graphics and messaging to the community, how were 

those developed?  
 
Presentation debrief  
 
UFC feedback on the presentation included that Commissioners appreciated that they are integrating tree 
strategies with planning and design. The green factor is very cool, has Seattle considered anything like that?  
 
Laura volunteered to draft a follow up letter. 
 
UFC feedback on draft urban Forest Protection ordinance 
Patti provided a recap on where the ordinance process is. The UFC’s recommendation letter, adopted at the 
Special Meeting on April 7, was transmitted to Council on April 11th. All proposed amendments were due to 
Council by April 18, and Council is now working on amendments to include with the ordinance. The next Land 
Use Council meeting will be Friday, April 21, that will be another briefing and discussion on the ordinance. 
Then there will be another meeting on Monday April 24, that is slated as a briefing, discussion and the public 
hearing. 

The original schedule had the LUC then considering the ordinance again at the April 26 regular meeting, and 
potentially voting on the ordinance, but there may be a change to that schedule, so that there will be another 
one or two meetings for Council to review and discuss the ordinance, and then have the vote in early May. 

Commissioners were encouraged to pay attention to the Land Use Committee action around developing the 
amendments. The UFC may be able provide feedback on those amendments at the May 3 meeting.  
 
Green Seattle Partnership briefing follow-up letter 
Patti reviewed the follow-up letter drafted by Jessica H. Commissioners discussed and edited the letter. 
 
 Action: a motion to adopt the GSP briefing follow-up letter was made, seconded and approved. 
 
Adoption of March 1 and 15 meeting notes 
 
 Action: A motion to approve the February 1, 2023 meeting notes as amended was made, seconded 

and approved. 
 Action: A motion to approve the February 15, 2023 meeting notes as written was made, seconded 

and approved. 
 
NOTE: Meeting notes are not exhaustive. For more details, listen to the digital recording of the meeting at: 
http://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/meetingdocs.htm 
 
Public comment:    
Tina Cohen expressed appreciation for the UFC’s large amount of work done on the ordinance. They 
encouraged Commissioners to “rattle the cages” with Councilmembers to see the changes they would like 
see. 
 
Steve Zemke also thanked the UFC for all of this work. When you look at the tree ordinance in relation to the 
construction work going on, it’s very complicated. He referred to what Portland is doing in putting forward 
legislation to ensure 20% tree protection area in multifamily areas. Unless you set aside designated areas for 
trees, you’re not going to see the necessary protection; really need to look at this changed environment of 

http://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/meetingdocs.htm


what’s going on with multifamily and consider the ramifications. Also need to keep speaking out against 1:1 
replacement; even the Mayor in his EO called for 3:1. The UFC should be urging that the in-lieu fee start at 
12” and increase with size.  
 
Francisca noted that she has learned a lot sitting in on these meetings. Along with learning about the new 
housing zoning changes and the tree protection ordinance – it’s brought her to a place of learning how to 
speak up at city meetings and in city efforts. She lives behind a hospital undergoing a master plan update; 
they are proposing doubling the building size and reducing setbacks. This doesn’t allow for space for trees. 
 
Tristan Fields responded to Francisca regarding the tree protections, noting the ISA standards are the 
standards that should be used; point to those in providing input. 
 
Adjourn:  The meeting was adjourned at 4:51 PM. 
 
Meeting chat: 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    3:13 PM 
Why do you not want letters from individuals? 
from Sharon Ricci to everyone:    3:31 PM 
Chris - King County seeking input from non-profits and community groups.  We have reached out to the 
Buddist Temple (next block) and West Hill Community Association (Skyway, Bryn Mar, Lakeridge residents).   
from Sharon Ricci to everyone:    3:31 PM 
And Friends of Dead Horse Canyon has sent a letter of support.  
from Bakker, Patricia to everyone:    3:33 PM 
Get Engaged application: https://forms.office.com/r/xzvenWjTsm, and contact for questions/info: 
ibender@seattleymca.org 
from Bakker, Patricia to everyone:    3:34 PM 
UFC Position 9 information and application: 
https://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/membershipandroster  
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    3:45 PM 
How many people are working on urban Forestry. Is it a separate agency or in an existing city dept? 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    3:49 PM 
Who waters the newly planted trees? 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    3:50 PM 
OMG 
from Sharon Ricci to everyone:    3:53 PM 
How did you get "partnership" with the Builders Associations?  They are the lobbyist group continually 
working against tree protection, labeling it as a barrier to affordable housing development.  
from Jim Davis to everyone:    3:57 PM 
What is the 5 percent field survey component? 
from Tristan Fields to everyone:    3:58 PM 
Can you put a link in the chat to RES? The Tree Inventory group.  
from Tristan Fields to everyone:    4:01 PM 
This was fantastic. Thank you.  
from Eric Kramer to everyone:    4:01 PM 
https://res.us/ 
from Francisca to everyone:    4:02 PM 
Thank you Eric. Excellent work on behalf of Tree Canopy 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    4:03 PM 
Thank you for the great presentation. 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:04 PM 
Very informative. Thanks Eric! 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:12 PM 
Green factor is used inmultifamily zone but is not very effective in saving trees 



from Hao Liang to everyone:    4:12 PM 
Good to know. Thanks Steve! 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:15 PM 
Urge remove guarateed 85% development area in multifamily zones and evalaute impact of HB 1110  
upzoning Seattle to allow 4 plexes and 6 -plexes 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:18 PM 
Fri April 21 Special Land Use Comm meeing 2 PM 
from Francisca to everyone:    4:18 PM 
As a resident would you recomend writing to Coundil members? 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:19 PM 
Public Hearing Monday Special LandUse Comm meeting 10:30 AM 
from Bakker, Patricia to everyone:    4:20 PM 
http://seattle.legistar.com/DepartmentDetail.aspx?ID=47139&GUID=B75D237F-6B0F-4103-ABA7-
F901F647B887&R=7c3cf43d-647d-4676-b020-a537ba8bd195 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:20 PM 
Can send e-mails to Council members. Can also call their offices. Land Use Committee has 5 members 
Strauss, Morales Mosqueda,Nelson and Pedersen 
from Francisca to everyone:    4:21 PM 
Is there a valid arguement for Tree Protection given that The Emerald Ash borer possible invasion 
from Tristan Fields to everyone:    4:23 PM 
It makes sense as one contributor to protection. 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:23 PM 
Also Land Use Committee meeting Wed April 26th at 2 PM. All have public comment at beginning of meeting 
in person or call in. Go to Land Use Committee Agenda to see how to sign in to speak. Can sign up online 2 
hours before meeting. Have 1 to 2 minutes at most. Usually 1 minute. 
from Francisca to everyone:    4:24 PM 
Thank you. Any infor input is good 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    4:39 PM 
No comment. Thanks. 
from Chris Gaul to everyone:    4:45 PM 
Thanks, Steve. 
from Steve Zemke to everyone:    4:50 PM 
Can also ask NW Hospital how can give input 
 
Public input (additional comments received): 
 
From: Judith Bendich <jebendich@comcast.net>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 10:48 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 



canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 



15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Judith Bendich  
jebendich@comcast.net  
1754 NE 62nd St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Mariana Sintay <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 10:51 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jebendich@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Mariana Sintay  
mariana.sintay@gmail.com  
316 N 160th PL  
Shoreline, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Judy Siehl <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 10:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mariana.sintay@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Judy Siehl  
judithsiehl@gmail.com  
2040 13th Ave W Apt 21  
Seattle, Washington 98119 
 
 

From: Lisa Branz <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 10:57 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:judithsiehl@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Lisa Branz  
brali7@aol.com  
4610 34th Ave w  
Seattle, Kasaï-Occidental Province 98199 
 
 

From: Julia Shettler <julia_shettler@msn.com>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 10:57 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:brali7@aol.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Julia Shettler  
julia_shettler@msn.com  
4750 21st Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: George Murphy <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 10:57 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:julia_shettler@msn.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

George Murphy  
gmmphd75@gmail.com  
816 NE 97TH Street  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: pamela hathaway <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:07 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:gmmphd75@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

pamela hathaway  
pamela.ann.hathaway@gmail.com  
7430 Moon Valley rd  
North Bend, Washington 98045 
 
 

From: Jonathan Gallant <jgallant@uw.edu>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:07 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:pamela.ann.hathaway@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jonathan Gallant  
jgallant@uw.edu  
4404 2nd Avenue NW  
SEATTLE, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Todd Stoltey <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:09 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jgallant@uw.edu


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Todd Stoltey  
tstoltey@gmail.com  
4432 Baker Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Richard Nicol <rlnicol@msn.com>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:13 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:tstoltey@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Richard Nicol  
rlnicol@msn.com  
1414 Northwest 62nd Street  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Patricia Cannon <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:13 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:rlnicol@msn.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Patricia Cannon  
pattycannon@gmail.com  
8160 21 Avenue NE  
sea, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Brendan Luecke <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:15 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:pattycannon@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Brendan Luecke  
bjluecke@gmail.com  
5114 1st Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Pamela A Okano <pokano@comcast.net>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:17 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:bjluecke@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Pamela A Okano  
pokano@comcast.net  
2211 NE 54th Apt 2D  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Susan Fried <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:24 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:pokano@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Susan Fried  
susanfried48@gmail.com  
3020 Ne 113th St  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Carrie Faulkner <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:26 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:susanfried48@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Carrie Faulkner  
csfaulkner1@gmail.com  
4432 Baker Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: William Turner <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:34 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:csfaulkner1@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

William Turner  
willturner206@gmail.com  
510 N 169 St  
Shoreline , Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Jackie DeVincent <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:41 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:willturner206@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jackie DeVincent  
ideajdevi@gmail.com  
1836 26th Ave  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Jyoti Malik <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:46 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:ideajdevi@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jyoti Malik  
jyoti.malik1@gmail.com  
8847 Interlake Ave N, Unit A  
SEATTLE, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Antoinette Ferrara <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jyoti.malik1@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Antoinette Ferrara  
antoinette.ferrara@gmail.com  
2707 Nob Hill Avenue N  
Seattle, Washington 98109-1747 
 
 

From: Megan Tully <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2023 11:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:antoinette.ferrara@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Megan Tully  
megtully@hotmail.com  
13722 Palatine Ave N  
Seattle, Washington WA 
 
 

From: Susan Seniuk <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 12:30 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:megtully@hotmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Susan Seniuk  
straw2gold@yahoo.com  
11327 20th Avenue Northeast  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Lucy Flanagan <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 12:55 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:straw2gold@yahoo.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Lucy Flanagan  
lflanaganski@gmail.com  
12030 4th Ave NW #A  
Seattle, Washington 98177 
 
 

From: Lisa Mazzola <lmazzola@tampabay.rr.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 2:03 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:lflanaganski@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Lisa Mazzola  
lmazzola@tampabay.rr.com  
1723 W Followthru Dr  
Tampa, Florida 33612 
 
 

From: Anne HOFF <random@wholebodyintegration.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 2:47 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:lmazzola@tampabay.rr.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Anne HOFF  
random@wholebodyintegration.com  
5116 2nd Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Matthew Weatherford <matt.weatherford@pobox.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 3:04 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:random@wholebodyintegration.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Matthew Weatherford  
matt.weatherford@pobox.com  
2312 NE 113th St  
Seattle, Saint Croix Island 91825 
 
 

From: Trane Levington <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 4:18 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:matt.weatherford@pobox.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Trane Levington  
tranewaters@gmail.com  
620 N 130th St Apt 55  
Seattle , Washington 98133 
 
 

From: James Little <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 4:33 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:tranewaters@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

James Little  
littlejamesw@gmail.com  
5208 Latona Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Paulette Kidder <pwkidder@seattleu.edu>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 5:09 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:littlejamesw@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Paulette Kidder  
pwkidder@seattleu.edu  
2122 N 88th Street  
Seattle , Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Sophia Keller <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 5:20 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:pwkidder@seattleu.edu


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sophia Keller  
keltiawind@gmail.com  
851 SW 127th Street  
Seattle, Washington 98146 
 
 

From: Constance Hutchison <hutchisoncb9@msn.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 5:26 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:keltiawind@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Constance Hutchison  
hutchisoncb9@msn.com  
13909 94th Ave NE  
Kirkland, Washington 98034 
 
 

From: Charles Buitron <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 5:34 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:hutchisoncb9@msn.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Charles Buitron  
chasbuit@yahoo.com  
723 N. 50 th St.  
Seattle, Washington 98103-6035 
 
 

From: Diane McCutcheon <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 6:22 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:chasbuit@yahoo.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Diane McCutcheon  
243454duncan@gmail.com  
3130 NE 117th St, Known forever-  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Alex Fay <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 6:35 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:243454duncan@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Alex Fay  
alexafpfay@gmail.com  
1507 N 39th ST  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Patricia Scott <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 6:39 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:alexafpfay@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Patricia Scott  
pascott888@gmail.com  
2020 NE 89th St Apt 104  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Kelly Carter Mortimer <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 6:44 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:pascott888@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kelly Carter Mortimer  
2cartimers@gmail.com  
524 N. 81st St.  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Melody Winkle <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 6:48 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:2cartimers@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Melody Winkle  
mwinkle@gmail.com  
2518 NE 92nd St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Elena Naskova <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 6:52 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mwinkle@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Elena Naskova  
elenagnaskova@gmail.com  
5201 erskine way sw  
seattle, Washington 98136 
 
 

From: Ginny allemann <vallemann@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:01 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:elenagnaskova@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ginny allemann  
vallemann@comcast.net  
2344 federal ave e  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Paul Gates <PJMGATES@GMAIL.COM>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:06 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:vallemann@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Paul Gates  
PJMGATES@GMAIL.COM  
5250 35th Avenue Northeast  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Robert Blumenthal <rblument@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:09 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:PJMGATES@GMAIL.COM


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Robert Blumenthal  
rblument@comcast.net  
2812 ne 62nd St.  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Gina Massoni <rivergirl@massoni.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:09 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:rblument@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Gina Massoni  
rivergirl@massoni.net  
4734 38th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Judith Hance <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:14 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:rivergirl@massoni.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Judith Hance  
judithhance2@gmail.com  
7300 47th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Ericka Berg <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:20 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:judithhance2@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ericka Berg  
ericka98115@gmail.com  
14035 Burke Ave N  
Seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Austin French <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:21 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:ericka98115@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Austin French  
austin.a.french@gmail.com  
2205 NE 117th St Unit A  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Donald Dillinger <don.dillinger@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:28 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:austin.a.french@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Donald Dillinger  
don.dillinger@comcast.net  
6121 76th Dr SE  
Snohomish, Washington 98290 
 
 

From: Neil Ludman <nludjunk@nclzap.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:40 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:don.dillinger@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Neil Ludman  
nludjunk@nclzap.com  
6326 20th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Terry Nightingale <tnight@pobox.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:42 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:nludjunk@nclzap.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Terry Nightingale  
tnight@pobox.com  
3617 23rd Ave W  
Seattle, Washington 98199 
 
 

From: Barbara Fristoe <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:43 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:tnight@pobox.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Barbara Fristoe  
bfristoe@mac.com  
3418 16th AVE s  
Seattle , Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Nancy Miller <nsergeant@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:14 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:bfristoe@mac.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Nancy Miller  
nsergeant@comcast.net  
11045 8TH AVE NE, #610  
SEATTLE, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Suzanne Babayan <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:28 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:nsergeant@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Suzanne Babayan  
lilyvarte@gmail.com  
10339 13th Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98177 
 
 

From: Mary Keeler <mkeeler@uw.edu>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:46 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:lilyvarte@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Mary Keeler  
mkeeler@uw.edu  
1102 NW 83rd  
Seatt;e, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Victoria King <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:47 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mkeeler@uw.edu


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Victoria King  
vkbirder@gmail.com  
7326 55th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Beth Brunton <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:57 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:vkbirder@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Beth Brunton  
bebrunton@hotmail.com  
1900 28th ave s  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Barbara Jeniker <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:58 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:bebrunton@hotmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Barbara Jeniker  
bajeniker@gmail.com  
7541 - 10th Ave NW  
seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Paul Grekin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:01 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:bajeniker@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Paul Grekin  
pgrekin@me.com  
4131 Woodlawn Ave N  
Seattle, Washington 98103-8224 
 
 

From: Moty Moty <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:15 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:pgrekin@me.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Moty Moty  
jmmoty@gmail.com  
1531 30th Avenue South  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Joyce Moty <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:16 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jmmoty@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Joyce Moty  
jmmoty@gmail.com  
1531 30th Avenue South  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Megan Hochstatter <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:21 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jmmoty@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Megan Hochstatter  
megahoch@gmail.com  
1818 31st ave  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Nancy Penrose <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:24 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:megahoch@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Nancy Penrose  
mue.rose@gmail.com  
2402 E Olive St  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Jonny Layefsky <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:34 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mue.rose@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jonny Layefsky  
jonnylayefsky1@gmail.com  
6013 Beach Dr SW  
Seattle, Washington 98136 
 
 

From: Barbara Broderick <maggieb180@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:06 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jonnylayefsky1@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Barbara Broderick  
maggieb180@comcast.net  
3911 NE 82nd St.  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Terrence King <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:08 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:maggieb180@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Terrence King  
tking2007@gmail.com  
6326 20th Avenue NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115-6910 
 
 

From: Judith Starbuck <judithstarbuck@msn.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:16 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:tking2007@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Judith Starbuck  
judithstarbuck@msn.com  
900 University St  
Seattle , Washington 98101 
 
 

From: Jeff Mcgrath <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:17 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:judithstarbuck@msn.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jeff Mcgrath  
jeffmcgrath30@gmail.com  
2117 19th ave S, House  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Sharon Heiber <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:19 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jeffmcgrath30@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sharon Heiber  
sharon.heiber@gmail.com  
1059 NE 98th St  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Laurie Gelb <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:26 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:sharon.heiber@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Laurie Gelb  
lmgelb@gmail.com  
13730 15th Ave NE apt A104  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Ilse Kluge <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:27 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:lmgelb@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ilse Kluge  
ivkluge@gmail.com  
1550 NW 195th St Unit 105  
Shoreline, Washington 98177-2855 
 
 

From: Sara Burgess <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:38 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:ivkluge@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sara Burgess  
saraburgess1@gmail.com  
333 34th Ave E  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Michael Lyons <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:47 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:saraburgess1@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Michael Lyons  
rigging1@hotmail.com  
2144 5th Ave W  
Seattle , Washington 98119 
 
 

From: Vanessa Skantze <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:54 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:rigging1@hotmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Vanessa Skantze  
psychomachia.arts@gmail.com  
1534 1st Ave S Ste A  
Seattle, Washington 98134 
 
 

From: Susan Nicol <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 11:07 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:psychomachia.arts@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Susan Nicol  
susanmnicol@gmail.com  
4310 Sunnyside Avenue North  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Marian Wineman <mwineman@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 11:17 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:susanmnicol@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Marian Wineman  
mwineman@comcast.net  
3611 45th Ave W  
Seattle, Washington 98199 
 
 

From: Judith Leshner <jack2729rabbit@earthlink.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 11:31 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mwineman@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Judith Leshner  
jack2729rabbit@earthlink.net  
2568 10th Ave W  
Seattle, Washington 98119 
 
 

From: Alicia Keefe <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 11:40 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jack2729rabbit@earthlink.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Alicia Keefe  
keefeam@gmail.com  
13347 12th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Anita Barcklow <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 11:53 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:keefeam@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Anita Barcklow  
amdbarcklow@gmail.com  
10738 Bartlett Ave. N.E.  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Laura Drake <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 12:05 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:amdbarcklow@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Laura Drake  
lauraanndrake@gmail.com  
8146 13th Ave. SW  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Cynthia Young <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 12:25 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:lauraanndrake@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Cynthia Young  
pearl206@aol.com  
1523 NE 98th ST  
Maple Leaf in North Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Marek Falk <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 12:44 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:pearl206@aol.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Marek Falk  
marekote@gmail.com  
538 NE 102nd St  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Norah Scully <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 1:07 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:marekote@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Norah Scully  
scullynorah@gmail.com  
1414 NW 62nd St.  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Tina Michalski <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 1:12 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:scullynorah@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tina Michalski  
tlmichalski@gmail.com  
18412 Thorsen Rd SW  
Vashon, Washington 98070 
 
 

From: Patricia Hughes <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 1:12 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:tlmichalski@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Patricia Hughes  
pathughes63@gmail.com  
7304 33RD AVE. NW  
SEATTLE, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Mara Macdonald <mara@biggerfish.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 1:14 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:pathughes63@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Mara Macdonald  
mara@biggerfish.net  
10503 Durland Ave. NE.  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Louie Swalby <lswalby@netscape.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 1:23 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mara@biggerfish.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Louie Swalby  
lswalby@netscape.net  
9249 1st Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Janet Hanson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 1:23 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:lswalby@netscape.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Janet Hanson  
janet.p.hanson@gmail.com  
3311 NW 74th St  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Deborah Davis <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 1:47 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:janet.p.hanson@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Deborah Davis  
davis122@gmail.com  
7715 First Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Emily Ryan-Lysova <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 1:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:davis122@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Emily Ryan-Lysova  
e.k.ryan@gmail.com  
12615 SE 165th St  
Renton , Washington 98058 
 
 

From: Judith Leshner <jack2729rabbit@earthlink.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 1:56 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amend the 2023 Draft SDCI Tree Protection Ordinance 
 
Dear Ms. Bakker:  
 
Today I sent this email individually to each Councilmember and I want to include you, also. 
 
Sincerely, 
Judith Leshner 
 

mailto:e.k.ryan@gmail.com


 
Dear Councilmember  _______ : 
 
Please support the added or revised provisions to the Draft Tree Protection Ordinance as outlined by Friends 
of the Urban Forests, Don’t Clearcut Seattle and many other Tree Canopy advocates. 
Most importantly, Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. 
 
 
http://friends.urbanforests.org/2023/03/22/2023-seattle-draft-sdci-tree-protection-ordinance-
issues/?link_id=2&can_id=1a0b60cd20c5f0cf985259329478aa27&source=email-no-to-guaranteed-85-
hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance&email_referrer=email_1874001&email_subject=no-to-
guaranteed-85-hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance 
 
 
Yesterday I heard a TV advertisement from The Master Builders Association and then looked at their website. 
As I conclude from their message, trees are good but they are not a priority.  In fact, they state that “housing” 
is the priority and I am left with the impression that trees should not be an impediment to development. 
 
You members of the City Council will have to make the difficult decisions about how growth and 
development occur in Seattle.   Can our City still maintain a tree canopy that provides clean air and water and 
provides shade and shelter?  Please consider provisions that the City of Portland passed in 2020. 
 
Thank you for remembering that growth and development will happen.  I’m asking you to insure that trees 
will continue to be an important part of that process. 
 
Sincerely, 
Judith Leshner 
2568  10th Ave W 
Seattle, WA   98119 
jack2729rabbit@earthlink.net 
 
 
From: Cynthia Gayle <cgayle@zipcon.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 2:02 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=31323334-50bba2bf-31321b84-4544474f5631-63fd1e24dd438fe5&q=1&e=2e3b63fa-1d57-447b-9f37-4caec6ccf9de&u=http%3A%2F%2Ffriends.urbanforests.org%2F2023%2F03%2F22%2F2023-seattle-draft-sdci-tree-protection-ordinance-issues%2F%3Flink_id%3D2%26can_id%3D1a0b60cd20c5f0cf985259329478aa27%26source%3Demail-no-to-guaranteed-85-hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance%26email_referrer%3Demail_1874001%26email_subject%3Dno-to-guaranteed-85-hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance
https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=31323334-50bba2bf-31321b84-4544474f5631-63fd1e24dd438fe5&q=1&e=2e3b63fa-1d57-447b-9f37-4caec6ccf9de&u=http%3A%2F%2Ffriends.urbanforests.org%2F2023%2F03%2F22%2F2023-seattle-draft-sdci-tree-protection-ordinance-issues%2F%3Flink_id%3D2%26can_id%3D1a0b60cd20c5f0cf985259329478aa27%26source%3Demail-no-to-guaranteed-85-hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance%26email_referrer%3Demail_1874001%26email_subject%3Dno-to-guaranteed-85-hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance
https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=31323334-50bba2bf-31321b84-4544474f5631-63fd1e24dd438fe5&q=1&e=2e3b63fa-1d57-447b-9f37-4caec6ccf9de&u=http%3A%2F%2Ffriends.urbanforests.org%2F2023%2F03%2F22%2F2023-seattle-draft-sdci-tree-protection-ordinance-issues%2F%3Flink_id%3D2%26can_id%3D1a0b60cd20c5f0cf985259329478aa27%26source%3Demail-no-to-guaranteed-85-hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance%26email_referrer%3Demail_1874001%26email_subject%3Dno-to-guaranteed-85-hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance
https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=31323334-50bba2bf-31321b84-4544474f5631-63fd1e24dd438fe5&q=1&e=2e3b63fa-1d57-447b-9f37-4caec6ccf9de&u=http%3A%2F%2Ffriends.urbanforests.org%2F2023%2F03%2F22%2F2023-seattle-draft-sdci-tree-protection-ordinance-issues%2F%3Flink_id%3D2%26can_id%3D1a0b60cd20c5f0cf985259329478aa27%26source%3Demail-no-to-guaranteed-85-hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance%26email_referrer%3Demail_1874001%26email_subject%3Dno-to-guaranteed-85-hardscape-amend-the-2023-draft-tree-ordinance
mailto:jack2729rabbit@earthlink.net


We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  



16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Cynthia Gayle  
cgayle@zipcon.com  
6563 18th Ave SW  
Seattle, Washington 98106 
 
 

From: Nancy Simsons <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 2:19 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

mailto:cgayle@zipcon.com


canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 



15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Nancy Simsons  
njsimsons@gmail.com  
1709 North 82nd  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Magda Ashtok <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 2:40 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:njsimsons@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Magda Ashtok  
gronx3400@gmail.com  
13542 42nd Ave. NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: wm waldman <wwaldmanmd@erols.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 2:43 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:gronx3400@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

wm waldman  
wwaldmanmd@erols.com  
3701 South Hudson Street  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Moani Russell <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 2:48 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:wwaldmanmd@erols.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Moani Russell  
moanirussell@gmail.com  
7526 39TH AVE NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Noel Allen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 3:09 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:moanirussell@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Noel Allen  
noelcatharine@hotmail.com  
Noel Allen, 3610 Ashworth Ave N  
Seattle, WA, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Catherine Adams <catharren@live.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 3:30 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:noelcatharine@hotmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Catherine Adams  
catharren@live.com  
7903 8th Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98108 
 
 

From: Susan Scanlon <scanlons4@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 3:53 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:catharren@live.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Susan Scanlon  
scanlons4@comcast.net  
8021 11th Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Jacqui Smith-Bates <jacquisb@spu.edu>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 3:54 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:scanlons4@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jacqui Smith-Bates  
jacquisb@spu.edu  
4319 Wallingford Ave N  
Seattle , Washington 98104 
 
 

From: Rachel LaRoche <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 3:56 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jacquisb@spu.edu


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Rachel LaRoche  
rachel.laroche@gmail.com  
10011 21st Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Nancy Carlson <nmcrjo@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 3:58 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:rachel.laroche@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Nancy Carlson  
nmcrjo@comcast.net  
7316 34th Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Lisa Westgard <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 3:58 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:nmcrjo@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Lisa Westgard  
kailine94@hotmail.com  
240 S. 198th St  
Des Moines, WA, Washington 98148 
 
 

From: Nancy Lenaburg <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 3:59 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:kailine94@hotmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Nancy Lenaburg  
nlenaburg@gmail.com  
4013 39th Ave SW  
Seattle , Washington 98116 
 
 

From: Kelly Johnson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 4:01 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:nlenaburg@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kelly Johnson  
soundkj@hotmail.com  
8903 20th Ave NE  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Melinda Mueller <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 4:06 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:soundkj@hotmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Melinda Mueller  
mueller.melinda@gmail.com  
7704 16th AVE NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Pamela Hathaway <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 4:16 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mueller.melinda@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Pamela Hathaway  
pamela.ann.hathaway@gmail.com  
7430 moon valley rd se  
North bend, Washington 98045 
 
 

From: Muriel Lawty <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 5:06 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:pamela.ann.hathaway@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Muriel Lawty  
m.g.lawty@gmail.com  
3018 NE 137th St #3  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Irene Svete <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 5:29 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:m.g.lawty@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Irene Svete  
varina8@hotmail.com  
308 E Republican St. #803  
Seattle , Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Gordon Adams <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:05 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Tree Protection - vital to do it right! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

People can’t survive the coming heat islands, it’s not just “marginalized” that need trees, but everybody in 

every housing type. Seattlites will roast in their apartments if the power goes out  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

mailto:varina8@hotmail.com


essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 



13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Gordon Adams  
gordondass@yahoo.com  
Box 15268  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Jen Sorenson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:33 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

mailto:gordondass@yahoo.com


Trees and the urban forest are vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to fourplexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy citywide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland, Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information 

helps with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of 

tree loss and replacement, rather than requiring city workers to pull this information from site plans. 

Mayor Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information 

up front from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree, 

so that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace an 

80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists, who are mostly desk bound, to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 



removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required by 

Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits.” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jen Sorenson  
jen.sorenson@gmail.com  
3728 WOODLAWN AVE N  
SEATTLE, Washington 98103-8204 
 
 

From: Michelle Jacobsen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 7:39 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

mailto:jen.sorenson@gmail.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  



 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Michelle Jacobsen  
michellecja@gmail.com  
2006 Boyer Ave E  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

mailto:michellecja@gmail.com


From: Carlye Schulte <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:37 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 



relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Carlye Schulte  
petals158@gmail.com  
3008 s Atlantic st  
Seattle , Washington 98144 
 

mailto:petals158@gmail.com


 

From: Joy Pruitt <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:39 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 



development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Joy Pruitt  
joympruitt@gmail.com  

mailto:joympruitt@gmail.com


19855 19th Ave NW  
Shoreline, Washington 98177 
 
 

From: Michelle Pavcovich <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:48 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 



Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 



Michelle Pavcovich  
ladiabla333@hotmail.com  
11351 20th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Josh Wilmot <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:52 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

mailto:ladiabla333@hotmail.com
https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 



Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Josh Wilmot  
joshwilmotis@gmail.com  
12852 9th Ave SW  
Burien , Washington WA 
 
 

From: Julia Field <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:59 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:joshwilmotis@gmail.com
https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Julia Field  
1juliafield@gmail.com  
2034-A NW 60th St  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Mary Gwinn <mgwinn@bookcritics.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 8:59 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Mary Gwinn  
mgwinn@bookcritics.org  
7814 39th Ave SW  
Seattle , Washington 98136 
 
 

From: Kathe Sehmsdorf <kayta@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:01 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kathe Sehmsdorf  
kayta@comcast.net  
6272 19th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Richard Shugerman <rpshug@msn.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:17 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Richard Shugerman  
rpshug@msn.com  
6219 21st Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Annie Thoe <annie@sensingvitality.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:32 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Dear Stewards of Seattle,  

Saving our trees, developing with trees in mind can be done and must be a priority for this city if Seattle 

will be livable in the future. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

I urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 
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loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 



budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Annie Thoe  
annie@sensingvitality.com  
6869 Woodlawn Ave NE, Suite 114  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Alanna Hart <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:33 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Alanna Hart  
hart.alanna@gmail.com  
8414 9th Ave SW  
Seattle, Washington 98106 
 
 

From: Geneva Wheeler <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:37 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Geneva Wheeler  
ggwheel@yahoo.com  
1060 NE 98th St.  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Jorge Garcia <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:39 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jorge Garcia  
jorgegarcia2000@gmail.com  
4835 Lake Washington Blvd S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Ruth Hooper <ruthhooper1948@earthlink.net>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:40 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Good Morning: 

I urge you to adopt all amendments to the Tree Protection Ordinance that the Urban Forestry 

Commission recommends. Mature trees are essential to the health of a city--a LOT of mature trees!  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

I urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 
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size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 



grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 



20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ruth Hooper  
ruthhooper1948@earthlink.net  
7331 48th Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Mireia Ravell Padial <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:42 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 
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canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 



Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  



 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Mireia Ravell Padial  
mravell@gmail.com  
6303 224th St SW  
Mountlake Terrace, Washington 98043 
 
 

From: Jordi Berges Vinals <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:49 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 
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passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 



the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 



preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jordi Berges Vinals  
jordi.berges@gmail.com  
6303 224th St SW  
Mountlake Terrace, Washington 98043 
 
 

From: Amy Bates <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:51 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  
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2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 



yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 



trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Amy Bates  
amycbates@gmail.com  
191 27th Ave  
Seattle , Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Robin Barr <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:52 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 
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legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 
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Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 



19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Robin Barr  
barr.robin@yahoo.com  
11048 20th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Landon James <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 9:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendment to the Tree Protection Ordinance, remove the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

mailto:barr.robin@yahoo.com


the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  



18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Landon James  
landonxjames@gmail.com  
8414 9th Ave SW, N/A  
Seattle, Washington 98106 
 
 

From: Christin Morrison <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 10:39 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

mailto:landonxjames@gmail.com


1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Christin Morrison  
chr.mor10@gmail.com  
1239 ne 98th st.  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Tracy Tardiff <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 11:12 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:chr.mor10@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tracy Tardiff  
tctardiff@icloud.com  
2603 NE 137th St  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Carolyn Rubenkonig <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 11:24 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:tctardiff@icloud.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Carolyn Rubenkonig  
cuhrollin@gmail.com  
8218 210th Pl Sw  
Edmonds, Washington 98026 
 
 

From: Benjamin Heath <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2023 11:57 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:cuhrollin@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Benjamin Heath  
ben.j.heath@gmail.com  
10 Blaine St.  
Seattle , Washington 98109 
 
 

From: Kristi Bierut <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 12:49 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:ben.j.heath@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kristi Bierut  
kbeardshear@gmail.com  
133 NW 173rd St  
Shoreline, Washington 98177 
 
 

From: Dick Birnbaum <dickbirnbaum@comcast.net>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 12:57 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:kbeardshear@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Dick Birnbaum  
dickbirnbaum@comcast.net  
2211 NE 54th St., Apt. 2C  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Anastassia Bowers <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 6:51 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:dickbirnbaum@comcast.net


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Anastassia Bowers  
anastassia.bowers@gmail.com  
1609 NW85th St  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Tim Heitman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 7:30 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: More Trees, Please! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

As a resident of the Ballard neighborhood, I've seen developers scrape lots of anything green and turn 

them into barren brown holes, as otherwise nice homes have been demolished and replaced by multiple 

tall townhouses. Once those big trees are gone, they are gone forever, as there is no space for them 

anymore.  

Trees and the urban forest are important for our quality of life and for our environment.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

mailto:anastassia.bowers@gmail.com


We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tim Heitman  
tcheitman@gmail.com  
8316 12th Avenue NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Jennifer Mannheim <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 7:48 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:tcheitman@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jennifer Mannheim  
Nurse_barker@hotmail.com  
1203 NW 83rd St  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Ethan Bickel <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:06 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:Nurse_barker@hotmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ethan Bickel  
ethan1837@gmail.com  
Roy st  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Polly Freeman <polly_freeman@msn.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:19 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the draft tree ordinance to make sure we protect our trees/lot coverage 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development.  

Please adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance.  

We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland does in their family residential 

zone.  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

mailto:ethan1837@gmail.com


passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide.  

Polly Freeman  
polly_freeman@msn.com  
201 NW 60th St.  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Shawn Dotter <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:25 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 
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loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 



budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Shawn Dotter  
shawndotter@hotmail.com  
7019 NE 170th St  
Kenmore, Washington 98028 
 
 

From: Sarah Cassidy <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:37 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sarah Cassidy  
sarah.farley.cassidy@gmail.com  
11609 269th Way NE  
Duvall, Washington 98019 
 
 

From: Jim Rymsza <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:56 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

I am Jim Rymsza and I agree with most of the following: (I changed the size of inventoried trees to 8") 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 8” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 
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developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 8” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 8” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 8” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  



 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 



21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jim Rymsza  
jimrym@gmail.com  
6823 30th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Elizabeth Sokol <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:58 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  
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3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 



9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  



 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Elizabeth Sokol  
eli_sokol@yahoo.com  
17722 28th Ave NE  
Lake Forest Park, Washington 98155 
 
 

From: Catherine Henson <cat@bearcat.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:02 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

PLEASE DON'T sacrifice trees while providing the necessary additional housing in Seattle and other WA 

communities. These are not mutually exclusive goals and must be considered in partnership. Thank 

you...  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 
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passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 



the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 



preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Catherine Henson  
cat@bearcat.org  
4203 Burke Ave N  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Michael Byrd <Byrd4646@msn.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:03 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  
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2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 



yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 



trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Michael Byrd  
Byrd4646@msn.com  
414 Malden ave E, E  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Carol Olwell <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:33 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 
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legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 



19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Carol Olwell  
cjolwell@gmail.com  
2117 5th Ave. W  
Seattle, Washington 98119-2809 
 
 

From: charles williams <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:33 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 
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the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  



18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

charles williams  
chuckwilliams1@mac.com  
7850 E. Green Lake Dr. N., #102  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Joan Kitterman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:33 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

mailto:chuckwilliams1@mac.com


1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Joan Kitterman  
joankharkins@gmail.com  
3020 44th Ave W  
Seattle, Washington 98199 
 
 

From: Barbara Bernard <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:35 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - endorse and support UFC suggested 
amendments 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

mailto:joankharkins@gmail.com


We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  



16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Barbara Bernard  
alameda-con-07@icloud.com  
3213 W Wheeler St. #451  
Seattle, Washington 98199 
 
 

From: Bethany Williamson <petewil@msn.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:38 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

mailto:alameda-con-07@icloud.com


canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 



15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Bethany Williamson  
petewil@msn.com  
13520 137th pl ne  
Kirkland , Washington 98934 
 
 

From: Bridget Hoffman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 10:00 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

The trees here make Seattle emerald and create an identity for us all. Don’t take away what makes 

Seattle, Seattle.  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

mailto:petewil@msn.com


essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 



13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Bridget Hoffman  
bridgetchoffman@gmail.com  
5403 Ballard Ave Nw Apt 203  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Sara Early <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 10:10 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

mailto:bridgetchoffman@gmail.com


Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 



removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sara Early  
sara_early@yahoo.com  
1760 NE 62nd St.  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Martha Taylor <denmarth@comcast.net>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 10:31 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the draft tree ordinance: No guaranteed 85% lot development! 

mailto:sara_early@yahoo.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

I am writing because I am very concerned that opportunities to preserve and enhance Seattle's tree 

canopy are slipping away. We have to preserve the tree canopy at the same time that more middle 

housing is developed.  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

I urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 



relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Martha Taylor  
denmarth@comcast.net  
6545 53rd Ave NE  
Seattle , Washington 98115 
 

mailto:denmarth@comcast.net


 

From: Kaija Jones <kaija@wearewatts.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 11:10 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 



development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kaija Jones  
kaija@wearewatts.com  

mailto:kaija@wearewatts.com


10727 SW 232nd St  
Vashon, Washington 98070 
 
 

From: Lassie Webster <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 11:28 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 



Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 



Lassie Webster  
lassiewebster@gmail.com  
2727 NE 91st Street  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Margaret Nims <margot888@comcast.net>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 11:31 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 
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Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 



Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Margaret Nims  
margot888@comcast.net  
2722 N.E 87th Street  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Kjersten Gmeiner <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 12:42 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: PLEASE! amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kjersten Gmeiner  
gmeiner.k@gmail.com  
12051 14th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: John Thoe <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 1:05 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

I can't believe there is a possibility that developers will be able to upend 85% of a lot in Seattle. I have 

gone to 3 council meeting, by myself and with a group to get greater than 2 minutes, to express my 

concerns. This is outrageous after last year heat wave. We all know the benefits of tree canopy for 

keeping life livable. Do the right thing and put a stop to these developers. Granted, revenue is higher for 

the city with only bunker style homes, but at what cost? I am fatigued by this problem and don't believe in 

city government. Please step up and do the right thing. 1990, we had water rationing. How we address a 

return water issue with 40% more people in the area?  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 
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passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 



the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 



preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

John Thoe  
johnthoe@gmail.com  
2201 ne 120th  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Christy Hill <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 1:18 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  
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2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 



yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 



trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Thanks!  

Christy  

Christy Hill  
really.christy.hill@gmail.com  
1601 Martin Luther King Jr Way  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Karen Costarella <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 1:50 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

mailto:really.christy.hill@gmail.com


lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  



18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Karen Costarella  
kpcostarella@gmail.com  
2220 NE 130th St  
Seattle , Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Susan Collicott <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 2:14 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

mailto:kpcostarella@gmail.com


1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Susan Collicott  
susancollicott@gmail.com  
16625 33rd Ave W  
Lynnwood, Washington 98037 
 
 

From: NANCY PEACOCK <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 2:42 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:susancollicott@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

NANCY PEACOCK  
nbpeacock@gmail.com  
2504 NE 117TH ST  
SEATTLE, Washington 98125-530 
 
 

From: Katherine Leonetti <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 2:49 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:nbpeacock@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Katherine Leonetti  
criskatie@gmail.com  
8353 Beacon Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Fernando Fernando <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 2:56 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:criskatie@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Fernando Fernando  
fls.perez@gmail.com  
1111 18th Ave Apt 1  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Donna Leonetti <leonetti@uw.edu>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 2:58 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity.  

We support 9 massive trees on our property and cherish their existence.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:fls.perez@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Donna Leonetti  
leonetti@uw.edu  
8361 Beacon Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Camille Sheppard <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 3:56 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:leonetti@uw.edu


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Camille Sheppard  
camelliablossoms@gmail.com  
4425 42nd Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Pamela Joseph <pbjoseph@comcast.net>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 4:17 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:camelliablossoms@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Pamela Joseph  
pbjoseph@comcast.net  
6261 19th Avenue NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Marisha Medrano <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 4:29 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:pbjoseph@comcast.net


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Marisha Medrano  
thecheshirish@gmail.com  
201 Yesler Way  
Seattle, Washington 98194 
 
 

From: Celia Costarella <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 4:53 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:thecheshirish@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Celia Costarella  
cnccostarella@yahoo.com  
2220 NE 130th Street  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Julia Carnevali <carnevali@pm.me>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 5:25 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:cnccostarella@yahoo.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Julia Carnevali  
carnevali@pm.me  
3260 39th Ave SW  
Seattle, Washington 98116 
 
 

From: racheltudor@comcast.net <racheltudor@comcast.net>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 5:54 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:carnevali@pm.me


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

racheltudor@comcast.net  
1035 Daisy Ln SW  
Tumwater, Washington 98512 
 
 

From: Ken Anderson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 6:12 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:racheltudor@comcast.net


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ken Anderson  
anderskg@gmail.com  
3241 Ne 97th St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Anne Roda <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 7:12 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:anderskg@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Anne Roda  
imanneroda@gmail.com  
1941 Gilman Dr W Lowr  
Seattle, Washington 98119 
 
 

From: Susanna Smith <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 7:14 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:imanneroda@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Susanna Smith  
susannasmith99@gmail.com  
2702 E. Denny Way  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Bonnie Bledsoe <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 7:24 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:susannasmith99@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Bonnie Bledsoe  
bonnielynnseattle@gmail.com  
11010 28th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Suzanne Grant <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:00 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

I support the amendments proposed by TreePac, Michael Ruby and many others that have been 

presented for consideration by the Land Use Committee before passage of the draft Tree Ordinance. 

With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree canopy) will change to multi-

family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong and effective efforts are 

made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

mailto:bonnielynnseattle@gmail.com


lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  



18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

PLEASE take time to read and consider the input by Seattle citizens interested in our urban forests.  

Thank you. 

Suzanne Grant  
suzgrant206@gmail.com  
2723 4th Ave W  
Seattle, Washington 98119 
 
 

From: Gifford Jones <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:10 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:suzgrant206@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Gifford Jones  
GiffJones@gmail.com  
Houseboat #5, 2600 Fairview Ave E  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Eva Bhagwandin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:43 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:GiffJones@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Eva Bhagwandin  
eva.neisha@gmail.com  
515 Ne 86th St  
Seattle, 98115 
 
 

From: Grace Sullivan <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:48 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:eva.neisha@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Grace Sullivan  
sullivangracek@gmail.com  
512 Boylston Ave E  
Seattle , Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Khai Bhagwandin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:52 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:sullivangracek@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Khai Bhagwandin  
khaibhagwandin@gmail.com  
515 NE 86th St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Sergio Chavez <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 8:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:khaibhagwandin@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sergio Chavez  
sergioshvz@gmail.com  
3636 Fremont Lane N, apt 202  
Seattle, 98103 
 
 

From: Eilish Hoffman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:02 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:sergioshvz@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Eilish Hoffman  
eilish.r.hoffman@gmail.com  
840 ne 125th st 311  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Niko Bhagwandin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:03 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:eilish.r.hoffman@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Niko Bhagwandin  
niko.bhagwandin@gmail.com  
515 NE 86th St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Marcos Chavez <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:11 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:niko.bhagwandin@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Marcos Chavez  
marcoschavez43@gmail.com  
818 Ne 106th St Apt 211  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Beverly Crocker <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 9:40 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:marcoschavez43@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Beverly Crocker  
beverly.canada@gmail.com  
5540 37th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Jill Anderson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 10:50 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:beverly.canada@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jill Anderson  
jill.bo.anderson@gmail.com  
4419 Letita Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Elizabeth Larson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 10:56 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:jill.bo.anderson@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Elizabeth Larson  
elizabethlarson98@gmail.com  
11211 se 213 st  
Kent, Washington 98031 
 
 

From: Dax Joines <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2023 11:19 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:elizabethlarson98@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Dax Joines  
joinesk@gmail.com  
21212 International Blvd.  
SeaTac, Washington 98198 
 
 

From: Corrie Watterson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 4:14 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:joinesk@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Corrie Watterson  
corrie.watterson@gmail.com  
3519 E Spruce St  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Karen Hardy <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 7:33 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:corrie.watterson@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Karen Hardy  
kmhardy13@hotmail.com  
1734 nE 62 St  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Michael Toohey <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 8:11 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:kmhardy13@hotmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Michael Toohey  
2euninc@gmail.com  
515 NE 86th st  
Seattle, Wa 98115 
 
 

From: Victoria Khemani <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 8:29 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:2euninc@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050 

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 



may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Victoria Khemani  
victoria.khemani@gmail.com  
6811 30th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Skip Lester <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 9:04 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

mailto:victoria.khemani@gmail.com


We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  



16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Skip Lester  
talonsl007@gmail.com  
7515 20th Ave Ne  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Lucas Nissen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 9:18 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

mailto:talonsl007@gmail.com


canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 



15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Lucas Nissen  
lucasnissen@gmail.com  
1818 e Madison st  
Seattle , Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Morgan Nissen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 9:25 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:lucasnissen@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Morgan Nissen  
morgan.nissen@gmail.com  
1818 E Madison St, 301  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Barbara O'Steen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 9:25 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:morgan.nissen@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Barbara O'Steen  
barbarajosteen@yahoo.com  
4364 SW Cloverdale St  
Seattle, Washington 98136 
 
 

From: Alexa Laurencio <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 9:45 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:barbarajosteen@yahoo.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Alexa Laurencio  
alexanehl@gmail.com  
9015 21st Ave SW  
Seattle, Washington 98106 
 
 

From: Julie Amundson <jula2@comcast.net>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 9:48 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:alexanehl@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Julie Amundson  
jula2@comcast.net  
19812 Dayton Ave N  
Shoreline, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Anders Kjell McIntyre <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 10:43 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jula2@comcast.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Anders Kjell McIntyre  
anderskjellz@gmail.com  
11012 Sand Point Way NE  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Erika mills <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 11:53 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:anderskjellz@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Erika mills  
erikalynn.mills@gmail.com  
4017 34th Ave Sw  
Seattle, Washington 98126 
 
 

From: Shay Keeler <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 12:04 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:erikalynn.mills@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Shay Keeler  
shaykeeler@yahoo.com  
722 n 43rd st  
Seattle , Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Irene Holroyd <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 1:37 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:shaykeeler@yahoo.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Irene Holroyd  
ijholroyd@gmail.com  
1728 NE 55th Pl  
Seattle , Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Tammy DeRoche <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 2:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:ijholroyd@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Please consider our request. Trees = Life. Thank you.  

Tammy DeRoche  
tam.deroche@gmail.com  
6913 61st Ave Se  
Snohomish, Washington 98290 
 
 

From: Anna Pedroso <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 3:08 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

The decisions Seattle makes will have long-term consequences. Let's be measured and careful. We are 

too given to knee-jerk reactions in this city with "solutions" that only lead to more problems. Let's not 

mailto:tam.deroche@gmail.com


screw up the trees. Short-term thinking decimated this land and its natural resources. Nature has rights 

too and our relationship should be one of humility and partnership. We as humans really struggle with 

that. Let's not make a poor decision like the one regarding light rail decades ago which has contributed to 

traffic issues and greenhouse gases. Now we are trying to play catch up. Let's not repeat that mistake. 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 



relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Anna Pedroso  
anna.pedroso02@gmail.com  
3815 35th Ave. W  
Seattle, Washington 98199 
 

mailto:anna.pedroso02@gmail.com


 

From: June BlueSpruce <jbluespruce@gmail.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 3:22 PM 
To: Strauss, Dan <Dan.Strauss@seattle.gov>; Morales, Tammy <Tammy.Morales@seattle.gov>; Pedersen, 
Alex <Alex.Pedersen@seattle.gov>; Mosqueda, Teresa <Teresa.Mosqueda@seattle.gov>; Nelson, Sara 
<Sara.Nelson@seattle.gov>; Harrell, Bruce <Bruce.Harrell@seattle.gov> 
Cc: Josh Morris <joshm@seattleaudubon.org>; lauraannkeil@gmail.com; Becca Neumann 
<ufc.pos4@gmail.com>; Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov>; Emery, Chanda 
<Chanda.Emery@Seattle.gov>; Torgelson, Nathan <Nathan.Torgelson@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Tree Protection Ordinance 
 

CAUTION: External Email 

Dear Mayor Harrell and members of the Seattle City Council Land Use Committee: 

 
I am a resident of Southeast Seattle, a beautiful, vibrant, diverse area of the city that 

has a lower percentage of tree canopy than most other areas. Most of Southeast 
Seattle is designated as an Environmental Justice priority area. According to the 2021 
Tree Canopy Assessment Report, EJ priority areas have lost trees at a greater rate in 

the last five years than other areas of Seattle. I don't think I have to tell any of you 
how important tree canopy is to Seattle residents' physical, mental, and emotional 

health as well as the protection of our urban environment, especially in the face of 
potentially devastating climate change. The City has stated its commitment to 
environmental justice and to growth of our tree canopy in many ways over recent 

years. The proposed Tree Protection Ordinance 120534 states that its intent is to:   
"Implement the goals and policies of Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan, especially those in the Environment 

Element dealing with protection of the urban forest while balancing other citywide priorities such as housing 

production;  

 

Preserve and enhance the City’s physical and aesthetic character by preventing untimely and indiscriminate 

removal or destruction of trees…" 

 

In some significant ways, this proposed ordinance increases protections for trees. But in 
many other ways, it falls short and could contribute to canopy loss. I strongly urge 

the Land Use Committee to amend the ordinance to include ALL recommended 
changes proposed by the Urban Forestry Commission in their letter dated April 
7. I've included additional details on needed changes below. 

 
I am surprised and disappointed by the process through which this ordinance has been 

proposed. A year ago, the Mayor's Office proposed a Tree Protection Ordinance based 
on solid recommendations by the experts on the Urban Forestry Commission. This 
proposal was appealed by the Master Builders Association of King and Snohomish 

Counties. The City successfully defended the ordinance in that appeal process, and the 
Seattle Office of the Hearing Examiner ratified the ordinance. However, in March of 

2023, the Land Use Committee released the latest proposed ordinance, which differs in 
significant ways from last year's version. Chairman Strauss outlined an aggressive 
schedule for public hearings, amendments, and votes on this complex proposal. As far 

as I know, the Urban Forestry Commission was not consulted in advance on these 
significant changes, despite their charge delineated in the Seattle Municipal Code SMC 

3.72.050: "To provide recommendations on legislation concerning urban forestry 
management, sustainability and protection of associated trees and understory 
vegetation and related habitat on public or private property prior to its introduction 

and referral to any Council committee." The UFC has worked hard to meet the deadline 
for amendments, but they should have been involved in the process all along. I am glad 

https://seattle.gov/documents/Departments/OSE/Urban%20Forestry/2021%20Tree%20Canopy%20Assessment%20Report_FINAL_230227.pdf
https://seattle.gov/documents/Departments/OSE/Urban%20Forestry/2021%20Tree%20Canopy%20Assessment%20Report_FINAL_230227.pdf
https://library.municode.com/wa/seattle/codes/municipal_code?nodeId=TIT3AD_SUBTITLE_IVCO_CH3.72URFOCO_3.72.050DUFU
https://library.municode.com/wa/seattle/codes/municipal_code?nodeId=TIT3AD_SUBTITLE_IVCO_CH3.72URFOCO_3.72.050DUFU


to see that the deadline has been moved out to April 18, in part to accommodate the 
UFC's need for more time to analyze and discuss the ordinance. 

 
The revised ordinance provides excellent protection for Tier 1 (Heritage) trees. This is 

appropriate and necessary. However, Seattle has only a few hundred such trees; they 
provide well under 1% of our total canopy. The trees that need the most protection -- 
Seattle's present and future critical tree canopy -- are the Tier 2, 3, and 4 (Exceptional 

and Significant) trees. The ordinance does not provide adequate protection for these 
trees in situations involving development.  

 
I strongly believe that Seattle can have enough affordable housing AND a vibrant, 
abundant tree canopy. These two goals do not have to be in conflict with each other. 

People who need affordable housing also need the many health and environmental 
benefits of urban trees. It takes creativity to design buildings to accommodate mature 

trees, but it can be done. Developers can make adequate profits and also contribute to 
the well-being of our communities.  
 

I would emphasize the need for the following changes to the proposed Tree 
Protection Ordinance: 

 
TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live! The benefits of trees are localized. It is not 

enough to have trees only in parks and along streets and rights of way. We need them in all 

parts of our neighborhoods. 

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in 

multifamily areas and 40% lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential 

zone as Portland Oregon does in their family residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 

2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after the state mandated zoning updates. 

Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection legislation. 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050 

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. The current middle 

housing legislation (Bill 1110) has just passed the state Senate. As a result, almost all of Seattle 

will be affected by this change, with a significant potential loss of tree canopy citywide. Fifteen 

percent of even a very large lot is not adequate to accommodate the root system of a mature, 

large Tier 2 tree. (See table in Appendix A of the UFC letter.) The city needs flexibility to 

evaluate development and protect trees lot by lot, not one size fits all circumstances. 

--------------------------------------------  

Please also consider making the following changes that are not included in the UFC letter: 

3. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in 

Mayor Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund 

like Portland, Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The 

Fund should report yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree 

Fund should be overseen by the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of 

funds would be interdepartmental. Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and 

Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, grants, purchase land, set up covenants and 

for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does. 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


4. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be 

defined in this ordinance. 

5. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a 

separate budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of 

sustainability and Environment for independent oversight of trees. 

6. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and 

Replacement Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all 

significant trees 6” DSH and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use 

zones, removed both during development and outside development. The proposed ordinance 

remains a complaint-based system relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective 

in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 arborists to check site plans and in the field. 

7. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on 

tree removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as 

required yearly by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

8. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree 

activity. 

9. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on 

site and increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the 

NR zone. 

Thank you for your focused attention to preserving trees as vital parts of Seattle's 

environment in our neighborhoods and in all areas of the city. 
 

Sincerely yours, 
 
June BlueSpruce 

5008 44th Ave. S. 
Seattle, WA 98118 

206-579-1203 
--  
"Democracy is basically a system of choosing the future together through talking." 
- Anand Giridhar 
 

 
From: Pim Young <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 3:29 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 



Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Pim Young  
mystery.flavour@gmail.com  
4320 Aurora Ave N  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Emily Geballe <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 3:30 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mystery.flavour@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Emily Geballe  
egeballe@hotmail.com  
7527 14th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115-4323 
 
 

From: Megan Wittenberg <megan@ofearthandvine.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 4:33 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

This seems really important, to save more tree canopy!  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

mailto:egeballe@hotmail.com


essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 



13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Megan Wittenberg  
megan@ofearthandvine.com  
943 30th Avenue  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Kaybriana Jackson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 7:11 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

mailto:megan@ofearthandvine.com


Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 



removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kaybriana Jackson  
kaybriana@gmail.com  
10741 evanston ave n  
Seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Katrina Kane <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 7:12 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

mailto:kaybriana@gmail.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  



 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Katrina Kane  
katrinaxkane@gmail.com  
10741 evanston ave n  
Seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

mailto:katrinaxkane@gmail.com


: Leah Eister-Hargrave <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 7:27 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 



relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Leah Eister-Hargrave  
leaheisterhargrave@gmail.com  
2622 3rd Ave n  
Seattle, Washington 98109 
 

mailto:leaheisterhargrave@gmail.com


 

From: Karen Barrett <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 8:02 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise VITAL green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and 

healthy.  

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife.  

They are important for the physical and mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for 

climate resilience and environmental equity. 

I urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance: 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field. 



13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Karen Barrett  
karenbarrettdesign@gmail.com  
24th Ave E  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Renin Cassidy <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2023 8:40 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

mailto:karenbarrettdesign@gmail.com


Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 



removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Renin Cassidy  
mavigumby@gmail.com  
10127 Cornell Ave S  
seattle , Washington 98178 
 
 

From: Janice Huynh <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 6:39 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

mailto:mavigumby@gmail.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  



 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Janice Huynh  
Janechay182@gmail.com  
3923 s. 238th st  
Kent, Washington 98032 
 
 

mailto:Janechay182@gmail.com


From: Ellen Punyon <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 7:03 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

When I visit Tucson, AZ, I like to walk around a 2 block neighborhood that has taken the issue of 

sustainability and trees among themselves. Along the street, trees are planted and shade the sidewalks. 

Trees and other plants are abundant in the yards, including gardens. What is remarkable about thes 2 

blocks is that in the middle of the hot desert, this neighborhood is noticeably cooler and the air is easier to 

breathe that even the blocks adjacent to it. I live in South Seattle….walking our streets can have the 

same palpable effect. There are fewer trees in many areas, and as our planet heats up it will be important 

than ever th use nature to help us stay cool and breathe. 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ellen Punyon  
epunyon@yahoo.com  
4828 S Graham St  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Mindy Blaski,MD <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 7:41 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:epunyon@yahoo.com
https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Mindy Blaski,MD  
mindymd@icloud.com  
2023 26th Ave E  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Sasha Dingle <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 8:33 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:mindymd@icloud.com
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sasha Dingle  
sasha.k.dingle@gmail.com  
12662 Shore Street  
Leavenworth, Washington 98826 
 
 

From: Dawn Tyler <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 8:35 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:sasha.k.dingle@gmail.com
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Dawn Tyler  
pitterpainter@gmail.com  
5406 Latona Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Jessica McQuarrie <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 8:42 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

We need to be acting now to keep our city livable as drought and climate extremes make every summer 

hotter. Allowing more trees to be cut down to sweeten deals with developers (who generally build cheap 

structures that are not resilient for climate change without shade trees) is moving in the opposite 

direction.  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 
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size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 



grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 



20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jessica McQuarrie  
jhmcquarrie@gmail.com  
11012 Sand Point Way Ne  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Ralph Crouch <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 8:48 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 
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canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 



Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  



 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ralph Crouch  
johnnycrapper@hotmail.com  
2502 NE 204th St  
Shoreline, Washington 98155 
 
 

From: Mary Bennett <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:42 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 
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passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 



the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 



preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Mary Bennett  
mary.bennett@gmail.com  
1219 16h Ave East  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Brooke Peterson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:43 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  
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2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 



yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 



trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Brooke Peterson  
bpeterson27@hotmail.com  
3400 NE 110th St , #202  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Lauren Hockett <lauren@mindsmechanical.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:44 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

mailto:bpeterson27@hotmail.com


legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 



19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Lauren Hockett  
lauren@mindsmechanical.com  
8338 18TH AVE NW  
SEATTLE, Washington 98117-3642 
 
 

From: Jessi Stack <JLSTACK11@GMAIL.COM>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:48 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

mailto:lauren@mindsmechanical.com


the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  



18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jessi Stack  
JLSTACK11@GMAIL.COM  
3527 NE 190th PL  
Lake Forest Park, Washington 98155 
 
 

From: Tim Douglass <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:51 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

mailto:JLSTACK11@GMAIL.COM


1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tim Douglass  
tim.s.douglass@gmail.com  
636 NW 79th St  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Laine Garrett <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:51 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:tim.s.douglass@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Laine Garrett  
zankara@gmail.com  
11210 81ST AVE S  
SEATTLE, Washington 98178-3222 
 
 

From: Matthew Evans <matthew.evans@parisiandream.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:55 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:zankara@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Matthew Evans  
matthew.evans@parisiandream.com  
506 NW 70th St  
Seattle, Washington 98117-5045 
 
 

From: Angela Paradiso <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:57 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:matthew.evans@parisiandream.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Angela Paradiso  
angelacbastien@gmail.com  
1911 S Waite St  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Jillian Selcer <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:57 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

This will f*** up both air quality and drought recovery.  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

mailto:angelacbastien@gmail.com


We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  



16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jillian Selcer  
jillian.selcer@gmail.com  
4109 Yakima Ave  
Tacoma, Washington 98418 
 
 

From: Lynette Shaw <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:58 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

mailto:jillian.selcer@gmail.com


canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 



15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Lynette Shaw  
alt.shawla@gmail.com  
415 18th Ave E, Apt. 203  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Kyle McIntyre <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 9:59 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:alt.shawla@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kyle McIntyre  
e.kylemcintyre@gmail.com  
16251 52nd Ave S  
Tukwila, Washington 98188 
 
 

From: Megan Mason <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:01 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:e.kylemcintyre@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Megan Mason  
mason.am@outlook.com  
29043 59th pl s  
auburn, Washington 98001 
 
 

From: Isis McCafferty <isis@lotuswind.net>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:04 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mason.am@outlook.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Isis McCafferty  
isis@lotuswind.net  
14618 NE 180th Pl  
Woodinville, Washington 98072 
 
 

From: Chris Lagueux <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:08 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:isis@lotuswind.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Chris Lagueux  
kermitk50@gmail.com  
153 26th ave  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

: Samantha DuPree <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:13 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:kermitk50@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Samantha DuPree  
samanthadupree14@gmail.com  
4517 Dayton Ave N  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Coral Strother <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:15 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:samanthadupree14@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Coral Strother  
cherry.eclipse@gmail.com  
28631 16th Ave S  
Federal Way, Washington 98003 
 
 

From: Tara Smith <tara@revivalink.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:22 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:cherry.eclipse@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tara Smith  
tara@revivalink.com  
13623 8th Ave SW  
Burien, Washington 98166 
 
 

From: Vivek Pandey <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:23 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:tara@revivalink.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Vivek Pandey  
vivek.s.pandey@gmail.com  
4058 NE 109th St, Apartment, suite, unit, etc. (optional)  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Peggy Foy <peggy@peggyfoy.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:23 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:vivek.s.pandey@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Peggy Foy  
peggy@peggyfoy.com  
1911 S Waite St  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Summer Nemri <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:32 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:peggy@peggyfoy.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Summer Nemri  
summer.memri@gmail.com  
7321 34th Ave Ne  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Nicole Kelly <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:39 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:summer.memri@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Nicole Kelly  
nkelly23@gmail.com  
402 26TH AVE E  
SEATTLE, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Patricia Wreford-Brown <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:47 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:nkelly23@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Patricia Wreford-Brown  
patriciawrefordbrown@gmail.com  
9510 28th AVE NW  
SEATTLE, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Hannah Woerner <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 10:59 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:patriciawrefordbrown@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Hannah Woerner  
hannah.woerner@gmail.com  
7930 Wallingford Ave N,  
Seattle, Washington 98103-4924 
 
 

From: Suzanne Duket <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 11:02 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:hannah.woerner@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Suzanne Duket  
sumadu@gmail.com  
3336 8th Ave W  
Seattle, Washington 98119 
 
 

From: Sven Peterson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 11:06 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:sumadu@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sven Peterson  
svenpet@gmail.com  
2652 SW 106th  
Seattle , Washington 98146 
 
 

From: Lesley Jones <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 11:07 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:svenpet@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Lesley Jones  
jones.lesleyc@gmail.com  
3525 S Ferdinand St  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Sarah Margolis <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 11:31 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jones.lesleyc@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sarah Margolis  
srrmargolis@gmail.com  
707 28th Avenue South  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Janice <janice@seattlejobs.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 11:41 AM 
To: Strauss, Dan <Dan.Strauss@seattle.gov>; Morales, Tammy <Tammy.Morales@seattle.gov>; Mosqueda, 
Teresa <Teresa.Mosqueda@seattle.gov>; Pedersen, Alex <Alex.Pedersen@seattle.gov>; Nelson, Sara 
<Sara.Nelson@seattle.gov>; Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; Sawant, Kshama 
<Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>; Juarez, Debora <Debora.Juarez@seattle.gov>; Lewis, Andrew 
<Andrew.Lewis@seattle.gov>; Harrell, Bruce <Bruce.Harrell@seattle.gov>; Lowe, Marco 
<Marco.Lowe@seattle.gov>; Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Cc: 'Janice Brookshier ' <janice@seattlejobs.org> 
Subject: Please protect Seattle's tree canopy; this can't wait 

 
CAUTION: External Email 

mailto:srrmargolis@gmail.com


Dear All, 
 
I am grateful for the recent interest in protecting The Emerald City’s tree canopy. The past couple of 
decades, especially most recent years, have been so distressing as we watch what makes our city so 
livable and beautiful degrade due to special interests and ambivalence. I am pleased to have this 
opportunity to elevate the importance of our trees. Today’s topic: Seattle’s Tree Protection Ordinance.  
 
First, please say “no” to the guaranteed 85% hardscape. What a disaster this will be. The recent state bill 
1110 for middle housing combined with 85% hardscape spells disaster. Please look to Portland as a good 
test case for protecting tree canopy.  
 
Second, you already know the important adjustments that need to be made to The Ordinance; tree 
experts have so advised. So, I won’t recite them here. But I will express my distaste for referring to stately 
heritage and exceptional trees using terms like Tier I and II. It goes without saying, this diminishes their 
significance to our communities, climate and identity. Please don’t marginalize their importance by using 
such sanitized naming conventions. 
 
Third, our current system of neighbors ratting out neighbors to stop the removal of protected trees has 
to stop. We need better education, compliance, oversight and well-publicized penalties for breaking the 
law. I hate reporting my neighbors which guarantees conflict and doesn’t even save the tree they hacked 
in  to. And also, ……if I know someone who is topping trees on public property to “improve” their view… is 
there no other way to address this destruction unless I report them? Have you tried to call or email SDCI 
to make such reports? Oy.  
 
Finally, please make my day. I have a botanist friend from Pittsburg who is visiting in June with his 
teenage son. Richard said he wanted to take his son around to see some big trees. I am embarrassed for 
our the Emerald City. Thank goodness there is a map I can use to find them. If we use LA as a standard, 
yes, we have trees, but our record as the Emerald City is a joke compared to many US cities, including 
Pittsburgh. I hope by the time they visit, I can proudly say, Seattle is taking tree preservation seriously.  
 
Please accept all proposed amendments made by Friends of Urban Forests to the Tree Protection 
Ordinance.  
 
Ever so Sincerely, 
 
Janice Brookshier 
206.295.8710 

 
 
From: Dave Sero <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 12:04 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 



Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Dave Sero  
dave98115@gmail.com  
9750 Ravenna Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Erin Elisabeth Allen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 12:27 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:dave98115@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Erin Elisabeth Allen  
gonnabefamous101@hotmail.com  
9846 61st Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Christine Topinka <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 12:37 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Save the environment!! No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:gonnabefamous101@hotmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Christine Topinka  
roundaboutchris@yahoo.com  
1810 N 47th St  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Sarah Brown <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 1:10 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:roundaboutchris@yahoo.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sarah Brown  
nourishmints@gmail.com  
500 ne 65th street, Apt 308  
Seattle, 98115 
 
 

From: Jena James <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 1:19 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:nourishmints@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jena James  
rnjenamena@aol.com  
41 Dravus  
Seattle , Washington 98109 
 
 

From: Ariel Friedman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 1:25 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

A huge part of what makes cities in the PNW are all the trees and amazing flora that represent who we 

are as a people. I know whenever out-of-towners come to visit, they *always* remark on how beautiful the 

city is because of all the trees. Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to 

keep our city livable and healthy. When looking at real estate, the areas with more trees have a higher 

mailto:rnjenamena@aol.com


selling price, because trees are desirable! Not only are they desirable for humans, trees also reduce air 

pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing essential habitat 

for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our residents as well. 

There are studies done in the health of local population based on how many trees are in the area. The 

more trees, the healthier those are in that neighborhood. A robust urban forest is critical for climate 

resilience, environmental equity, and mental as well as physical well being for those that live there. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

Please, we urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  



 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ariel Friedman  
relfriedman3@gmail.com  
1811 SE CUTTER LN  
Vancouver , Washington 98661 
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From: Meriah Gille <meriahgille@att.net>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 1:41 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. They will help 

with maintaining temperature and water table as we face more climate change.  

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 



development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Meriah Gille  
meriahgille@att.net  

mailto:meriahgille@att.net


4426 Baker Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Jessica Antico Brasz <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 2:08 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 



Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 



Jessica Antico Brasz  
jaskalove@gmail.com  
2409 East Roanoke Street  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Kymberlee Taylor <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 2:32 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

mailto:jaskalove@gmail.com
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Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 



Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kymberlee Taylor  
ktay16@gmail.com  
3527 NE 190th Pl  
Lake Forest Park , Washington 98155 
 
 

From: Lindsay Kerekes <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 5:03 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:ktay16@gmail.com
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Lindsay Kerekes  
kerekes.lindsay@gmail.com  
15 W Galer St #6  
Seattle, Washington 98119 
 
 

From: Kristin Larson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 5:04 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kristin Larson  
kristin.lorena.larson@gmail.com  
615 Boren Avenue, Unit 38, Unit 38  
Seattle, Washington 98104 
 
 

From: Tileli Amimeur <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 6:11 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tileli Amimeur  
lillymoulou@gmail.com  
2445 34th Ave W  
Seattle, Washington 98199 
 
 
 

From: Jennifer Schwarzenbach <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 7:19 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Seattle is a unique city, and arguably the most beautiful large city in the country. The really special thing 

about The Emerald City is the old, big trees. Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green 

infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff 

and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. 

They are important for the physical and mental health of our residents. A robust urban forest is critical for 

climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  
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3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 



9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  



 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jennifer Schwarzenbach  
jnana22@hotmail.com  
4542 Stanford AVE NE  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: susan roberts <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 7:33 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  
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--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  



 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 



into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

susan roberts  
susanrobertsart@gmail.com  
1130 36th ave  
seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Tamar Huberman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 3:09 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 
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size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 



grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 



20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tamar Huberman  
tamarhuberman@gmail.com  
1223 16th ave e  
Seattle, Washington 98112 
 
 

From: Arielle Ott <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 5:27 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 
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canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 



Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  



 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Arielle Ott  
ariellemarieott@gmail.com  
345 Beckwith Rd  
Fayetteville, West Virginia 25840 
 
 

From: cedric.poisson@parisiandream.com <cedric.poisson@parisiandream.com>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 7:26 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 
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passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 



the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 



preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

cedric.poisson@parisiandream.com  
506 NW 70th Street  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Ed Peterson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 8:15 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 
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passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 



the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 



preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Ed Peterson  
epete63@hotmail.com  
13739-15th Ave ME B-5  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Danny Mansmith <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 8:34 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

mailto:epete63@hotmail.com
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2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 



yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 



trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Danny Mansmith  
dannymansmith@gmail.com  
1307 Sw 116th St  
Burien, Washington 98146-3584 
 
 

From: Marlowe Zoller <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 11:54 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

mailto:dannymansmith@gmail.com


legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 



19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Marlowe Zoller  
marlowe.zoller@gmail.com  
800 Hiawatha Pl S, Apt F  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Annica Bergstrom <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 1:04 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

mailto:marlowe.zoller@gmail.com


the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  



18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Annica Bergstrom  
annicabergstrom@gmail.com  
2440 54th pl sw  
Seattle, Washington 98116 
 
 

From: Molly Brown <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 1:05 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Trees are Essential!! Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% 
guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Don’t give the developers what they want — speak for the trees!!  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:annicabergstrom@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Molly Brown  
unsinkable1@gmail.com  
7730 23rd Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Caley Shem-Crumrine <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 1:07 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:unsinkable1@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Caley Shem-Crumrine  
caleyshemc@gmail.com  
937 NW 59th St  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Claire Budge <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 3:24 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:caleyshemc@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Claire Budge  
budgeclairee@gmail.com  
4501 229th pl sw  
Mountlake terrace , Seattle 
 
 

From: Imaan Ramezanzadeh <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 3:49 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:budgeclairee@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Imaan Ramezanzadeh  
imaansr92@gmail.com  
2701 Ne 123rd St Ste C  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Ariel Dang-Tran <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 4:42 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No to 85%! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Hello, 

I am writing as a constituent of the Broadview neighborhood (98177). I urge you to reconsider your 

legislation that will negatively affect the city's tree canopy. As a frequent parks forest restoration 

volunteer, it is obvious what having a rich and diverse forest landscape can do for a city's health, 

wellbeing, and environmental sustainability. It is inequitable and unwise for those benefits to be relegated 

solely to parks and their nearby neighbors. ALL of Seattle's citizens deserve a sustainable and healthy 

environment, with thriving tree canopies being an essential part of that. 

To be clear, I am not anti-housing or anti-density. I agree that more middle housing is required to 

adequately address the housing crisis in Seattle. I recommend the city adopt a 20%-40% tree planning 

mailto:imaansr92@gmail.com


zone similar to Portland. There is no use in building more housing in an unsustainable, unhealthy, and 

degraded city. Please adopt the needed amendments to protect our glorious city! 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Ariel Dang-Tran 

Ariel Dang-Tran  
arieldangtran@gmail.com  
12523 1ST AVE NW  
SEATTLE, Washington 98177-4403 
 
 

From: Sheila Bishop <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 5:14 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

mailto:arieldangtran@gmail.com
https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 



9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  



 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Sheila Bishop  
sheilabishop@hotmail.com  
4005 E Highland Dr  
Seattle , Washington 98112 
 
 

From: eva Bhagwandin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 5:52 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

I am very concerned about the current tree ordinance draft. Please consider the current and future 

residents of Seattle, and that we as a city should be doing everything we can to mitigate the negative 

effects of climate change and protect our environment and ecosystem. The current draft & the behavior of 

the city has shown that we are getting exploited by developers. Your jobs are not to make it easier for a 

developer to make a profit, it’s to protect your constituents. Requiring 85% hard scape in new 

developments is not going to provide more housing. It’s only going to mean the death of our older trees, 

and no space for new trees to replace them. Look to Portlands tree code for guidance; we can still save 

what few remaining trees we have left. The excuse of “we need more housing” is a shallow one. We have 

plenty of housing, with many buildings sitting empty. If you want to solve more housing, work on rent caps 

and laws to regulate landlords. This current draft of the tree protection ordinance will not protect trees, it 

will in practice, require developers to cut trees.  

1.) Maximize retention of trees during development,  

create incentives to encourage the retention  

2.) Require designs ahead of time with a tree  

inventory ahead, prior to permits  

3.) Drop the requirement that 85% of the lot be  

covered by buildings  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:sheilabishop@hotmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

eva Bhagwandin  
eva.neisha@gmail.com  
515 Ne 86th St  
Seattle, 98115 
 
 

From: Erik Sanchez <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 5:56 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:eva.neisha@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Erik Sanchez  
erikryanctpak@protonmail.com  
933b 23rd Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Cynthia Johnson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 7:20 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:erikryanctpak@protonmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Cynthia Johnson  
britdanhuj@aol.com  
5105 1st Ave Nw  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: Hope Hensley <hdfh@blarg.net>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 8:16 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:britdanhuj@aol.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Hope Hensley  
hdfh@blarg.net  
305 MLK Jr Way  
Seattle, Washington 98122 
 
 

From: Kanti Selig <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 8:56 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:hdfh@blarg.net


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live! Seriously!!!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest. And 

old growth goes much deeper than what we see!! 

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.old growth can NEVER be 

replaced!  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 



13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kanti Selig  
kmdasi@hotmail.com  
8856 16th Ave SW  
Seattle , Washington 98106 
 
 

From: John Lombard <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2023 9:47 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

mailto:kmdasi@hotmail.com


I agree with Don't Clearcut Seattle and the City's own Urban Forestry Commission: do not allow 

clearance of 85% of buildable lots! If Portland can set aside 40% of residential lots for tree preservation 

and planting, so can we! 

I support the following amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

John Lombard  
jlombardwriter@gmail.com  
10724 8th Ave NE, Apt 6  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Matisse Fletcher <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 1:26 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jlombardwriter@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Matisse Fletcher  
mozart1935@gmail.com  
615 Bellevue Ave E  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Margaret Bergmann-Ness <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 8:16 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mozart1935@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Margaret Bergmann-Ness  
margaret.mbn@gmail.com  
2502 N 40th St  
Seattle , Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Raquel Karls <raquelkarls@msn.com>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 9:21 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:margaret.mbn@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Raquel Karls  
raquelkarls@msn.com  
5110 NE 54th St  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: pmwolfram@gmail.com <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 10:48 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:raquelkarls@msn.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

pmwolfram@gmail.com  
1730 n 125th  
Seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: cecilia matson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 11:33 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Where I live, on the northern edge of the city, I can see the clearcutting going on in Shoreline to make 

room for blocks of townhouses near the new transit station. It would break my heart to see this happen 

here in Seattle. In the two square blocks due North of me, sit 31 mature fir and pine trees. These 

mailto:pmwolfram@gmail.com


magnificent trees MUST BE SAVED. and the rest of the urban forest that comprise vital green 

infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/05  

 

2. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

3. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

4. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

5. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/05


6. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

7. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

8. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

9. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

10. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

14. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

15. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

16. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

cecilia matson  
celiamatson@gmail.com  
2203 N 143rd  
Seattle, wa 98133 
 
 

From: Warren Wilkins <concerned-voter@wwxyz.com>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 12:00 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:celiamatson@gmail.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Warren Wilkins  
concerned-voter@wwxyz.com  
4711 S Snoqualmie St  
Seattle, Washington 98118-1485 
 
 

From: Spider Kedelsky <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 12:24 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

mailto:concerned-voter@wwxyz.com


--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  



 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Spider Kedelsky  
kedzeg@gmail.com  
1210 E. Shby Unit F  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Jeff Laufle <lauflejl@comcast.net>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 12:28 PM 
To: Strauss, Dan <Dan.Strauss@seattle.gov>; Morales, Tammy <Tammy.Morales@seattle.gov>; Mosqueda, 
Teresa <Teresa.Mosqueda@seattle.gov>; Pedersen, Alex <Alex.Pedersen@seattle.gov>; Nelson, Sara 
<Sara.Nelson@seattle.gov> 
Cc: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov>; Juarez, Debora <Debora.Juarez@seattle.gov> 
Subject: comments on city of seattle draft tree ordinance 
 

CAUTION: External Email 

Hello members of the Seattle City Council Land Use Committee: 
 
I'd like to submit the following comments on the City of Seattle draft tree 
ordinance now undergoing deliberation: 
 
Draft Director's Rule on Payment in lieu of tree replacement pursuant to the Tree 
Protection Code 
    Add clarifying language that square inches of trunk refers to the cross-sectional 
area of a tree trunk as measured at DSH (emphasis added).  
 
Central Staff memo  

mailto:kedzeg@gmail.com


    p. 5, Table 1,  Replacement requirements for Tier 1 and Tier 2 trees:  Specify 
definition of "square inch of trunk" as consisting of cross-sectional area of a tree 
trunk as measured at DSH.  
 
Draft Ordinance 
    General:  How and why was a developable lot portion of 85% 
determined?  That seems unrealistically high to afford protection for any trees on 
most urban lots.  It also adds hugely to effective impervious surface as further 
build-out occurs.  That has already been a concern prior to any discussion of 
removal of single-family zoning, and increasing impervious surface adds to 
negative impacts in stormwater management.  
 
    25.11.090.A.  Off-site replacement of removed trees should be discouraged; in 
fact, removal of any trees should be discouraged except in cases of hazardous 
trees, because they provide ecosystem services where they are located.  No 
provision of this ordinance should encourage relocation of canopy, because 
deforestation in any part of the city is of great concern for heat island effects, as 
well as its negative impacts on human well-being and environmental integrity. 
 
    25.11.110.A.  No in-lieu payment as mitigation for tree removal should be 
allowed. That is, in part, because this section is unclear concerning how the in-
lieu payments will be applied by SDCI to mitigate any tree loss. Such provision is 
critical if in-lieu payment is allowed.  But also, keeping trees in place should be 
preferred for any development, which should be designed around existing trees. 
 
Thank you. 
Jeff Laufle 
Council District 5, Seattle 
 
 
From: Nancy Churillo <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 3:38 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, please nix the 85%! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Please protect the existing urban tree canopy! This new ordinance seems to regulate and monetize the 

removal of mature trees, not to protect them. 

Really tired of seeing mature trees unnecessarily come down for new development. 

When I moved to Seattle over 30 years ago, people affectionately called it the Emerald City. No one calls 

it this anymore which is not only sad, it is detrimental to the welfare of the people who live here. We the 

humans and the wildlife need the trees to produce oxygen, to protect us from heat, help with water 



retention and pollution and especially for mental wellbeing. The wildlife, birds, mammals, insects all need 

the trees for food and shelter.  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  



 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Nancy Churillo  
hiddenstaircase@mac.com  
8010 11th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

mailto:hiddenstaircase@mac.com


From: Rachel Carrasco <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 3:43 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 



relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Rachel Carrasco  
powers.rachel@gmail.com  
4622 47th Ave South  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 

mailto:powers.rachel@gmail.com


 

From: Matthew Maly <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 4:43 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 



development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Matthew Maly  
matthew.r.maly@gmail.com  

mailto:matthew.r.maly@gmail.com


5545 Woodlawn Ave N  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Tom Koontz <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 7:50 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 



Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 



Tom Koontz  
tomkoontz@mac.com  
4604 47th Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Heather Murphy Secrist <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 7:55 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

mailto:tomkoontz@mac.com
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Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 



Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Heather Murphy Secrist  
heatheremurphy@gmail.com  
16731 8th Ave Ne  
Shoreline , Washington 98155 
 
 

From: Michael Hascall <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 9:03 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:heatheremurphy@gmail.com
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Michael Hascall  
mprestonhascall@gmail.com  
104 N 60TH ST  
SEATTLE, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Grace Sullivan <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 10:00 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Grace Sullivan  
sullivangracek@gmail.com  
512 Boylston Ave E Apt 105  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Judy Akalaitis <judy@akalaitis.net>  
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2023 11:49 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Judy Akalaitis  
judy@akalaitis.net  
3116 NE 84th St.  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Tiffany Sorensen <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2023 7:11 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tiffany Sorensen  
mrssorensen14@gmail.com  
8004 191 St Ave ne  
Granite falls, Washington 98252 
 
 

From: Gail Grinnell <gailgrinnell@comcast.net>  
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2023 7:57 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Gail Grinnell  
gailgrinnell@comcast.net  
2024 Franklin Ave East  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Bernice Maslan <bmaslan08@gmail.cm>  
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2023 1:17 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: PLEASE amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Remember we have a goal of increasing our tree canopy? This draft tree ordinance needs help. Giving 

free rein to cutting down large trees won't serve the goal or help our city. 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We URGE you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  
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3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 



9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  



 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Bernice Maslan  
bmaslan08@gmail.cm  
9705 1st Avenue Northwest  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Wendy Walker <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2023 3:20 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

A mature Douglas fir on my block has been irreparably harmed by negligent over-pruning by the city. We 

have to stop treating trees as inconveniences and understand them as essential to our own thriving.  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 
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passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 



the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 



preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Wendy Walker  
wendianajones@gmail.com  
7016 Alonzo Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Azadeh Tasslimi <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2023 3:47 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  
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2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 



yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 



trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Azadeh Tasslimi  
azadeht580@gmail.com  
6450 24th Ave NW, Apt 509  
Seattle, Washington 98107 
 
 

From: ob.bridget@gmail.com <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2023 8:21 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No 'guaranteed 85%' - Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 
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legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 
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Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 



19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

ob.bridget@gmail.com  
131 10th Ave E Apt 402  
Seattle, Washington 98102 
 
 

From: Jody Blecksmith <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2023 9:47 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

mailto:ob.bridget@gmail.com


legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 



19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jody Blecksmith  
jodyblecksmith@gmail.com  
13434 6th Ave S  
Burien, Washington 98168 
 
 

From: Jennifer Sobeck <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2023 10:20 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

mailto:jodyblecksmith@gmail.com


the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  



18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jennifer Sobeck  
joneillsobeck@gmail.com  
9226 25th Ave NW  
Seattle, Washington 98117 
 
 

From: Rachelle Snyder <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 16, 2023 10:32 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

I have lived in Seattle my entire life. While I completely agree that we need more housing, it scares the 

crap out of me to do it at the expense of our tree canopy. It is getting hotter and hotter. There has to be a 

better way to add housing and preserve the little amount of trees we have left.  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

mailto:joneillsobeck@gmail.com


We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  



16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Rachelle Snyder  
rachelle.uskevich@gmail.com  
7120 38th Ave SW  
Seattle, WA 
 
 

From: Teresa Chegin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 16, 2023 3:11 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 
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canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 
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increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 



15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Teresa Chegin  
tereche52@hotmail.com  
411 N. 90th St. #201  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Thornton Creek Alliance <thorntoncreekalliance@gmail.com>  
Sent: Sunday, April 16, 2023 5:32 PM 
To: Strauss, Dan <Dan.Strauss@seattle.gov>; Morales, Tammy <Tammy.Morales@seattle.gov>; Mosqueda, 
Teresa <Teresa.Mosqueda@seattle.gov>; Nelson, Sara <Sara.Nelson@seattle.gov>; Pedersen, Alex 
<Alex.Pedersen@seattle.gov> 
Cc: Juarez, Debora <Debora.Juarez@seattle.gov>; Sawant, Kshama <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>; Herbold, 
Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; Lewis, Andrew <Andrew.Lewis@seattle.gov>; Bakker, Patricia 
<Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov>; Torgelson, Nathan <Nathan.Torgelson@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Proposed Tree Protection Code 
 

CAUTION: External Email 
Greetings Land Use Committee, 
Trees are a great equalizer, benefitting everyone who lives in close proximity.  Mature trees provide cooler temperatures, 

cleaner air, and support mental health for all.  Seattle forest restoration and tree planting and preservation programs have 

been well supported by community throughout the city.  Our watersheds benefit not only from treed buffer zones and also 

mailto:tereche52@hotmail.com


from  mature trees in the neighborhoods because these trees filter and slow storm runoff and provide habitat for a wide 

range of wildlife.   
Thornton Creek Alliance is very pleased that Mayor Harrell is moving ahead with a new tree protection code.  There are 

some valuable components in this new proposal, including lowering the size threshold for protected trees, doing more to 

plant, replace and protect trees on public land, improved tracking of canopy conditions, and prioritizing tree planting in 

BIPOC communities and other neighborhoods most impacted by urban heat islands and unmitigated stormwater 

runoff.  We appreciate that more time for community comment has been granted.   
This proposed ordinance could still be made more effective and more predictable.  This is especially important with the 

stricter development requirements likely to be passed in Olympia this month. 
Please amend the proposed policy as follows:    

• The most recent tree canopy assessment has shown that Seattle is losing tree canopy rather than moving toward 

the long-held goal of 30% coverage.  This proposal allows an 85% lot development area.  Clearly this will leave 

new homes with no space for the benefits of trees’ ecoservices.  Please provide incentives and flexibility to keep 

mature trees and not simply offer up 85% hardscape per residential lot. Portland, OR, has instituted a much more 

beneficial policy requiring a tree area of 20% for multi-family zones and 40% for 1-4 family residential zones.  
• Please amend the proposal to include “Tier 4” trees (those 6”-12” DSH) in developer site plans and inventories 

along with the larger three tiers.  “Tier 4” describes large trees, and some species, like vine maple and Madrona, 

must be considered exceptional at that size.  SDCI planners should work with developers to preserve these trees 

which make up a significant portion of Seattle’s tree inventory in residential zones.  Further, we are finding that 

replacing the usual categories of ‘heritage’, ‘exceptional’, etc. with this numbered tier system is less descriptive 

and needlessly confusing. 
• Please amend to include and define the role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council 

in the Office of Sustainability and the Environment.  We must  make sure our tree preservation work is 

coordinated and effective across all city departments.  
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely 
Dan Keefe, 
President 
 
THORNTON CREEK ALLIANCE (TCA), founded in 1993, is an all-volunteer, grassroots, nonprofit organization of 

over 165 members from Shoreline and Seattle dedicated to preserving and restoring an ecological balance throughout the 

Thornton Creek watershed. Our goal is to benefit the watershed by encouraging individuals, neighborhoods, schools, 

groups, businesses, agencies, and government to work together in addressing the environmental restoration of the creek 

system including:  water quality, stabilization of water flow, flood prevention, and habitat improvement through education, 

collaboration, and community involvement. 
 

--  
www.thornton-creek-alliance.org 
www.facebook.com/Thornton.Creek.Alliance 
 
 
From: Christian Fulghum <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Sunday, April 16, 2023 6:46 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=31323334-50bba2bf-31321b84-4544474f5631-05da93ccf743a466&q=1&e=e8f0e9a7-9f1b-4f33-bde2-6c948f5de622&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thornton-creek-alliance.org%2F
https://protect2.fireeye.com/v1/url?k=31323334-50bba2bf-31321b84-4544474f5631-3d8aa89cd75eafcd&q=1&e=e8f0e9a7-9f1b-4f33-bde2-6c948f5de622&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FThornton.Creek.Alliance


canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 



15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Christian Fulghum  
zenkichi95@gmail.com  
14700 Burke Ave N  
Shoreline , Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Tim Jaureguy <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 9:15 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:zenkichi95@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tim Jaureguy  
tim.jaureguy@gmail.com  
5110 NE 54th St  
Seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Michelle Gadeken <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 9:29 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:tim.jaureguy@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Michelle Gadeken  
mmgadeken@gmail.com  
1730 29th Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Allen Burgess <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 9:45 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:mmgadeken@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Allen Burgess  
fordseey@gmail.com  
208 Legion Way Se, Apt #8  
OLYMPIA, Washington 98501 
 
 

From: joan ross <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 10:26 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:fordseey@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

joan ross  
joanlhross@gmail.com  
102 n 75th st  
Seattle , Washington 98103 
 
 

From: joan lehmiller <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 10:27 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:joanlhross@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

joan lehmiller  
jdlehmiller@gmail.com  
308 ne 50th st  
seattle, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Nicola Whaley <greenconcerns@msn.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 10:29 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

mailto:jdlehmiller@gmail.com


Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 



14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Nicola Whaley  
greenconcerns@msn.com  
15248 Maplewild Ave SW  
Burien, Washington 98166 
 
 

From: Eli Oren <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 11:45 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Developers will not solve homelessness, we need to house them and save our emerald city trees 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Please stop changing developer rules that will just make them more money and not help people who 

need it. Adjustments like this make high density rich housing but do nothing for working poor people in 

Seattle. Please save our canopy and push back on developers rather than enabling them. This is the only 

way to get people housed.  

mailto:greenconcerns@msn.com


Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 



removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Eli Oren  
elidgabel@gmail.com  
7527 20thave ne  
Seattle, Wa 
 
 

From: Jakob Ledbetter <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 11:50 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

mailto:elidgabel@gmail.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  



 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Jakob Ledbetter  
jakobledbetter@icloud.com  
12936 72nd Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98034 
 
 

mailto:jakobledbetter@icloud.com


From: Mila Kopp <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 1:00 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 



relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Mila Kopp  
milack6@gmail.com  
611 10th Ave E  
Seattle, 98102 
 

mailto:milack6@gmail.com


 

From: Aster Morales <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 1:52 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: As a concerned ecology student- please amend the draft tree ordinance! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 



development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Aster Morales  
aster.espinet@gmail.com  

mailto:aster.espinet@gmail.com


5643 Fauntleroy way sw apt 9  
Seattle, Washington 98136 
 
 

From: Erin Tenney <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 2:09 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 



Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 



Erin Tenney  
erinmtenney@gmail.com  
13514 35 Ave  
Seattle, Washington 98125 
 
 

From: Kelsey Herschberger <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 2:32 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protectiono Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

mailto:erinmtenney@gmail.com
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Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 



Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kelsey Herschberger  
herschberger.kl@gmail.com  
219 1st Ave N  
Seattle, Washington 98109 
 
 

From: Thomas Kelly <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 3:09 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:herschberger.kl@gmail.com
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Thomas Kelly  
tpaulkelly@hotmail.com  
6053 53rd Ave. NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115-7715 
 
 

From: Katie Vincent <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 4:36 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Katie Vincent  
tendingalive@gmail.com  
17335 312th Ave ne  
Duvall, Washington 98019 
 
 

From: Kay Luft <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 5:38 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kay Luft  
luftkayla@gmail.com  
18716 95th ave ne  
Bothell, Washington 98011 
 
 

From: Leah Eister <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 6:11 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Leah Eister  
leaheisterhargrave@gmail.com  
2622 3rd Ave n  
Seattle, Washington 98109 
 
 

From: Carolyn Rutter <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 8:13 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Carolyn Rutter  
carolynruttwr@gmail.com  
356 N 73rd Street  
Seattle, WA 
 
 

From: Michael Fleer <mfleer@comcast.net>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 9:44 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Michael Fleer  
mfleer@comcast.net  
1502n121st St  
seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Michael Fleer <mfleer@comcast.net>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 9:56 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Michael Fleer  
mfleer@comcast.net  
1502n121st St  
seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Caitlin Cali <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 10:51 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Caitlin Cali  
cmrather@gmail.com  
13 Boardwalk Rd  
Port Angeles , Washington 98362 
 
 

From: Francisca Vega <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 7:59 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% - from a homeowner and Seattle 
resident for 0ver 50 years 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 
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developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  



 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 



21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Francisca Vega  
fjvblld2019@gmail.com  
11917 Stendall Pl N  
Seattle, Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Judy Bowes <Jbowes2@uw.edu>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 10:01 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please Amend Mayor Harrell's draft Tree Protection Ordinance - no 85% guarantee 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  
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3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 



9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  



 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Judy Bowes  
Jbowes2@uw.edu  
5240 Univ Way NE  
SEATTLE, Washington 98105 
 
 

From: Anje Monte Calvo <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 10:07 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

mailto:Jbowes2@uw.edu
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--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  



 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 



into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Anje Monte Calvo  
anje.latke@gmail.com  
7125 S 115th St  
Seattle, Washington 98178 
 
 

From: khadyja reinhardt <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 10:34 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

This is outrageous!! As a lifelong Seattle resident, it is devastating to live and experience the loss of 

character, people, plants, and trees from this city due to development interests. 

I have known and loved specific trees all my life, as many have here, and their loss is a loss to us all.  

Get yourself a copy of the Giving Tree and have a good hard look at what you are doing with your lives 

and reconsider cutting the sacred trees that have lived here since Long before You came along!! 

khadyja reinhardt  
kajadie27@yahoo.com  
6357 38th ave sw  
seattle, Washington 98126 
 
 

From: AMIE GUIDRY <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 12:24 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

We already know you will probably clear cut and remove all vegetation near where you will put affordable 

housing. Instead of continuing this type of legacy onto the poor -- do better.  

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

mailto:anje.latke@gmail.com
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essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 



13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

AMIE GUIDRY  
amieg521@yahoo.com  
1731 25th Avenue South  
SEATTLE, Washington 98144 
 
 

From: Kimberly Sims <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 12:37 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

mailto:amieg521@yahoo.com


Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 



removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Kimberly Sims  
simsk9512@gmail.com  
9512 30th Ave NE  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
 
 

From: Janet Lange <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 5:24 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

mailto:simsk9512@gmail.com


Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  



 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Janet Lange  
prettysharppencil@gmail.com  
11733 Sand Point Way NE  
Seattle , Washington 98125 
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From: Steven Thwaits <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 6:08 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Amendments for 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance, nix the 85% 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 



relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Steven Thwaits  
sjthwaits@gmail.com  
3214 NE 97th St.  
Seattle, Washington 98115 
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From: Will Bland <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 8:06 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 



development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  

22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Will Bland  
willbland503@gmail.com  

mailto:willbland503@gmail.com


7121 46th Ave S  
Seattle, Washington 98118 
 
 

From: Tim Pritchard <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2023 1:41 AM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Much of what follows was drafted by others with more knowledge of draft legislation - but I strongly 

support preserving Seattle's dwindling tree canopy. Please read the following and strongly consider the 

proposed modifications! 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 

10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 



budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Tim Pritchard  
tim.pritchard@gmail.com  
910 North 87th Street  
Seattle, Washington 98103 
 
 

From: Shelly Leonard <savethetrees@live.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2023 2:20 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:tim.pritchard@gmail.com
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Shelly Leonard  
savethetrees@live.com  
13502 Ashworth Avenue North  
Seattle , Washington 98133 
 
 

From: Anne Wong <a.wong@parks.nyc.gov>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2023 2:24 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: No "guaranteed 85%"! Please amend the draft tree ordinance 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:savethetrees@live.com
https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050


with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Anne Wong  
a.wong@parks.nyc.gov  
300 quincy st apt 2c  
Brooklyn, New York 11216 
 
 

From: Amy Bates <info@email.actionnetwork.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2023 9:01 PM 
To: Bakker, Patricia <Patricia.Bakker@seattle.gov> 
Subject: Please amend the 2023 Draft Tree Ordinance - No "guaranteed 85%"! 

Urban Forestry Commission Coordinator Patti Bakker, 

Trees and the urban forest comprise vital green infrastructure needed to keep our city livable and healthy. 

Trees reduce air pollution, storm water runoff and climate impacts like heat island effects, while providing 

essential habitat for birds and other wildlife. They are important for the physical and mental health of our 

residents. A robust urban forest is critical for climate resilience and environmental equity. 

Seattle’s rapid growth and increased density combined with an outdated tree ordinance are reducing 

these beneficial effects as trees are removed without serious consideration of ways to incorporate more 

of them in the development. With middle-housing zoning updates, neighborhood residential (34% tree 

canopy) will change to multi-family (23% tree canopy) and Seattle tree canopy will plummet unless strong 

and effective efforts are made to preserve trees.  

We urge you to adopt these amendments to the 2023 draft Tree Protection Ordinance. 

--------------------------------------------  

TOP PRIORITY -- We need trees where we live!  

1. Require 20% lot allowance for “tree preservation and tree planting areas” in multifamily areas and 40% 

lot allowance for 1-4 units in the neighborhood residential zone as Portland Oregon does in their family 

residential zone. Portland passed legislation in 2020 to allow up to 4plexes in their neighborhoods after 

the state mandated zoning updates. Portland responded in Nov 2022 to update their tree protection 

legislation. https://www.portland.gov/code/11/50/050  

2. Remove the guaranteed “85% lot development area” provision. If the current middle housing legislation 

passes in Olympia, almost all of Seattle would be affected by this change, with a significant loss of tree 

canopy city wide. The city needs flexibility to evaluate development and protecting trees lot by lot, not one 

size fits all circumstances.  

--------------------------------------------  

 

3. Require a Tree Inventory of all trees 6” DSH and larger and a Tree Landscaping Plan be submitted by 

developers, as Portland Oregon does, prior to any building permits being approved. This information fits 

mailto:a.wong@parks.nyc.gov
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with collecting in lieu fees prior to issuing building permits and facilitates reporting and tracking of tree 

loss and replacement, rather than city workers having to pull this information from site plans. Mayor 

Harrell's Executive Order asked for data on trees removed and replaced. Getting this information up front 

from developers is the best way to do this.  

4. Require developers throughout the total development process to maximize the retention of existing 

trees 6” DSH and larger with adequate space for trees to grow and survive. The current draft removes 

consideration of protecting 6”-12” DSH trees and also removes them from site plans. Keep them on the 

site plans and protect them during development. Trees 6” DSH and larger represent 45% of trees in the 

NR zone according to Seattle’s Ecosystem Values Report. Most of these trees are established potential 

replacement trees for existing large trees that die. Trees 12” DSH and larger only represent 18% of the 

trees in the NR zone. A diversity of ages and species for trees is essential for a healthy urban forest.  

5. Retain definitions and use of exceptional and significant trees. Remove the confusing and biased 

proposed new classification of trees as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4. The use and understanding of 

trees as exceptional has been in the Tree Protection Ordinance since 2001 and described in more detail 

in the 2008 Director’s Rule. 16-2008. Significant trees are understood to be those 6” DSH and larger that 

are not exceptional. Many other cities, including in this region, use these definitions.  

6. Require for replacement 2 trees for 12-24″ DSH trees removed, 3 trees for 24 – 36″ DSH and 4 trees 

for above 36″ DSH for more equivalency of the increasing value of services trees provide as they 

increase in size. One for one replacement is no equivalency for what is lost as trees increase in size. 

Require that tree replacement numbers increase with the size and canopy volume of the removed tree. 

such that in 25 years or less they will reach equivalent canopy volume lost. Waiting 80 years to replace 

an 80-year-old tree is too long.  

 

7. Increase in lieu fee schedule to require the $17.87/square inch of trunk in-lieu fees to start with 12" 

DSH trees rather than 24" DSH trees. In-Lieu fees need to adequately cover the city’s additional cost of 

planting and maintaining the trees for 5 years.  

8. All replacement in lieu fees and fines should go into a One Seattle Tree Fund as stated in Mayor 

Harrell’s ‘s Executive Order. It should be a dedicated Tree Planting and Preservation Fund like Portland, 

Oregon has (not into SDCI’s budget). The Fund should be added to this draft. The Fund should report 

yearly on its budget to the City Council and Mayor. The One Seattle Tree Fund should be overseen by 

the City Urban Forester located in OSE because the distribution of funds would be interdepartmental. 

Allow the One Seattle Tree Fund (Tree Planting and Preservation Fund) to also accept fines, donations, 

grants, purchase land, set up covenants and for educational purposes as Portland, Oregon does.  

 

9. The role of the new City Forester position created by the Seattle City Council in OSE should be defined 

in this ordinance.  

 



10. Create an Urban Forestry Division within SDCI with additional staff as recommended in a separate 

budget provision or expand the Urban Forestry staff and responsibility in the Office of sustainability and 

Environment for independent oversight of trees.  

 

11. Expand the existing Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) Tree Removal and Replacement 

Permit Program using the Accela database system to include SDCI to cover all significant trees 6” DSH 

and larger, and all exceptional trees, on private property in all land use zones, removed both during 

development and outside development. The proposed ordinance remains a complaint-based system 

relying on citizens which has been proven to not be effective in code compliance. SDCI only has 2 

arborists who are mostly deskbound.to check site plans and in the field.  

 

12. Require SDCI to submit quarterly reports to the Office of Sustainability and Environment on tree 

removal and replacement as currently required by other City Departments and yearly as required yearly 

by Mayor Harrell’s Executive Order. 

13. Extend ordinance to cover all land use zones, including Highrise, Industrial, Downtown and 

Institutions.  

 

14. Allow city certified inspectors to enter property if necessary to ascertain any illegal tree activity.  

 

15. Expand the required tree protection covenant to include a replacement requirement for a tree that 

dies. Make it a permanent “protected tree planting site” for the life of the building.  

16. Remove or clarify language of tree drip line “may be irregular in shape to reflect variation in branch 

outer limits” Dripline is used to determine tree protection area and branches shortened in some areas 

may not reflect root structure or may have been removed in certain areas if tree has been limbed up.  

 

17. Require that maintenance of relocated and replacement trees include “watering as needed".  

18. Require street trees be planted if ADU’s are added to a lot. ADU’s reduce space for trees on site and 

increase tree removal. They are currently exempt from original lot coverage limits in the NR zone.  

 

19. Remove the 1000 square feet addition to an existing structure exemption requiring planting street 

trees. Additions increasing the building footprint are removing existing or potential tree planting and 

preservation space.  

 

20. Give the SDCI Director the authority to reduce or waive any fees assessed by this ordinance, taking 

into account a homeowner's financial circumstances or ability to pay.  

 

21. Split the purpose and intent section. Add to intent “address climate resiliency and reduce heat island 

impacts across the city”  



22. Require removal of invasive plants, like ivy, scotch broom, and holly from development sites to help 

stop the spread of invasive species in our city that add to maintenance costs and replacement of dying 

trees. 

Amy Bates  
amycbates@gmail.com  
191 27th Ave  
Seattle , Washington 98122 
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